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Title word cross-reference

#4059 [CMS87].

.471 [CB94], .632+ [ET97]. 2^{31} - 1 [FM82]. 2 \times 2 [Agr98, BS97c, BB98, MPS98, SW98b, SW98c, VHE91, AG83, GR81, Gui93, MPG85, MPG86].

2 \times 2 [CGM83]. \left(p(1-p)\right)^{-1/6} [Geb71]. A [Jac89]. AR(1) [CR89]. AR[k] [Dha93]. ARIMA(p, 1, q) [SD85]. B(x; 2/3, 2/3) [Geb71]. C\_p [RS94b]. \chi^2 [BN74]. \chi^2 \_1 [JH82]. \chi^2 \_2 [BN74]. D [AC95c, Stu82]. ED50 [JJW84]. F [LRR91, Dye82, HC84, WHH88]. G [MG84]. I [DL88, SY84]. II [BM81, BM83, Bha85, Esc86, LaR86, MB82, SM84b]. III [Bo85].

\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t) \exp(-t^2) dt [CS90b]. k [Boo86, BC82b, EL90, Flu84, GF96a, HN87, MW81, MW82, Pen97, SS87a, Wei81]. K2J [YF95]. k \times l [Qui98a]. L [ER86, KP87, PS82]. L^2 \times K [YF90]. L^1 [dHY93]. L^1 [EM92, WS94]. L\_p [Spo82]. log [HB86, Koe86]. M [Akr91b, Ber91a, KP90, HRR81, MZ89]. N [Hal94, Rel72, BD81b, jW97, CLNL87, CL85, FD85, KT94a]. N, p [Hal94]. P
\[ P(X_1 + X_2 + \cdots + X_k < z) \quad [YM85, YM86]. \quad P - P \quad [Hol95]. \quad r \times c \quad [MP83, PH81]. \quad S \quad [RV90c, CRH94]. \quad t \]

[Ben83, Hjo94, Joh78, KT88, LLT89, PMF88]. \quad v \quad [FOS95].

- Dimensional \quad [Daw95]. - estimates \quad [MZ89]. - estimation \quad [KP87].
- estimator \quad [JJW84]. - estimators \quad [CRH94, HRR81]. - linear \quad [HB86, Koe86].
- ness \quad [Hjo94]. - optimal \quad [Stu82]. - optimality \quad [Jac89]. - Optimum \quad [AC95c].
- Ratio \quad [Pen97]. - Sample \quad EL90, BC82b, HN87, MW81, MW82, SS87a.
- spectral \quad [MG84]. - spherical \quad [FOS95]. - statistics \quad [PS82]. - System \quad [RV90c]. - values \quad [TW89].

1 \quad [GHMW94]. \quad 1800- \quad [Sol95]. \quad 1980 \quad [EKT89]. \quad 1990s \quad [Ano91].

21st \quad [Ket97]. 2nd \quad [Tuk47b]. 2SAE \quad [Kar81].

32-bit-word \quad [Che71].

62009a \quad [Bor87].

71 \quad [CMS87]. 73 \quad [FHS81c]. 74 \quad [Krz81]. 75 \quad [JTB81, RC82, WM81]. 76
[BC82a, DD82, FH81a, KP82, Law82, MW82, MT82, Pra82, Sch82, de 83a]. 77 \quad [HG83]. 78 \quad [NS86, Rin85].

80 \quad [BK86, MPG86, YM86]. 80k \quad [FH81c]. 81 \quad [Mac87, Sim87a]. 81a \quad [Krz81].
81e \quad [WM81]. 81f \quad [JTB81]. 82 \quad [Bor87, Cla89, Kot89]. 82c \quad [FH81a]. 82d
[MW82, RC82]. 82h \quad [KP82, Law82, MT82, Sch82]. 83 \quad [LB94c]. 83a \quad [de 83a].
83b \quad [BC82a]. 83e \quad [DD82]. 83h \quad [Pra82]. 84 \quad [Fab94, Whi92]. 84d \quad [HG83]. 84i
[NS86]. 84a \quad [Rin85]. 85 \quad [MS91]. 86 \quad [MS95]. 87b \quad [YM86]. 87c \quad [BK86]. 87j \quad [Mac87]. 88
[Wei94]. 88h \quad [Kot89]. 88k \quad [Cla89]. 89 \quad [Sta94]. 89a \quad [Bor87].

90 \quad [SG95a]. 92 \quad [Wes98]. 92e \quad [Fab94, Whi92]. 92i \quad [MS95]. 93 \quad [MS98a]. 94e
[Wei94]. 96e \quad [SG95a]. 98c \quad [Wes98].

A-Bomb \quad [PSVS92]. A. \quad [Oak85]. Aalen \quad [HM91]. Ability \quad [Tuk47b, Tuk47c].
Absolute \quad [RC93, Sch87a]. Accelerated \quad [CM97a, Yarn2, Sch88, SS82a].
Accelerated-Time \quad [CM97a]. Acceleration \quad [JJ93]. Acceptability \quad [BRB76, BS97c]. Acceptance \quad [LS91b, SS80, Tuk50a, KP81b, KP82].
acceptance-rejection \quad [KP81b, KP82]. Acceptance/rejection \quad [SS80].
Accidents \quad [Wei92]. account \quad [SO83]. Accounting \quad [MR94, Roc95]. accounts \quad [KY86].
Accuracy \quad [BRB76, Che90, CCL90, DC77, Haw93, SM92, Wam70, Hod87, JJS83, Tuk79b].
Accurate \quad [SW97, TK86]. Achieve \quad [CN94]. Achieving \quad [HOLDG98, Min98].
Acid \quad [Haa90]. Acknowledgement \quad [MS95]. Action \quad [APR92, Gai96, LS91b].
Activity [GJDT98]. Adapting [DJ95, HT97a, HT97b, Por97]. Adaptive [AMCS98, BF93a, BWC98, BGH93, CKM97, GRS98, GR96b, Gu90, Hog74, HOS94b, KP92, LTH94a, LSH91a, LW97, Pri94, Ruk84, Ruk93, S96a, Sch95a, TFAH94, Tho90b, CS87, Fan92, HB88, Par93a]. Addendum [Wes98], Additive [Bac90, BR94a, Cho92, DS97b, HM91, KO95, KPR91, LRM96, LCWH97, Niu96, OR98]. additivity [MJ82]. Address [Ket97, Moo98]. Adequacy [CW97, HW92a, Jen86a]. Adequate [AMCS98, BF93a, BWC98, BGH93, CKM97, GRS98, GR96b, Gu90, Hog74, HOS94b, KP92, LTH94a, LSH91a, LW97, Pri94, Ruk84, Ruk93, S96a, Sch95a, TFAH94, Tho90b, CS87, Fan92, HB88, Par93a]. Adjust [IRC98]. Adjusted [CW94a, NC99, ZD97]. Adjusting [EKT89, RG94, SO83]. Adjustment [HB99, Sch91a, SK91, SR95, HT82, Kar87, O’G82, Sch81, Sch82, Wat87]. Adjustments [FMS90]. Admissible [Sob91, MV85]. Adolescence [MSMP92]. Adrian [DH83]. Adult [HHH92]. Advances [Hoa73]. Advantages [MH99]. Adversaries [LS91b]. Adverse [GLB98, Kad90, YKB97]. Advertising [MSL93]. Affine [HMO97a, HMO97b]. Affine-Invariant [HMO97a, HMO97b]. Africa [GJDT98]. After [OMF+93, Rub96a, XXP93, FH78, FH81c]. Against [AP96, CS92a, CF95, Hay90, LGWC93, Sh91, S95a, Wan96, dCP99a, BHS81, HM88a, Lee87, ZC88]. Age [AK92, Cha91, HR90, NSS97, RS90, YP92, SS82b]. Ages [Par93b]. Aggregate [BP86, KK84b]. Aggregated [MST97]. Aggregates [PH90a]. aging [HPP86]. Agreed [LS91b]. agreements [SG83]. Agricultural [CLY92]. AHEAD [JS97b]. AIDS [Bac90, DXP92, DA96, EFS92, GJDT98, Har90b, HMC+93, JMV94, TCS94, TDW95, XXP93, ZDL96, RG94]. Akaike [Nef82]. algebraic [SB81]. ALGOL [Gol63]. Algorithm [Cho93, GN82, GR92a, JJ93, KT95, LT92, Lt93b, Sch96, Sho93, WT90b, WZ97a, XLR91, CC74, Dyk83, JK89, LLS87, MP83, PH81, Rei72, Sp82, Tz81]. Algorithms [Joh96b, Joh98b, McC97, WT90b, LB94c, LB94d, Lin74, SS87b]. aliasing [HW88]. Aligning [RN97]. Alignment [LNL95, LNL99]. All-or-None [Bak98]. Allocation [KM91a, Ode91, Pag90, Sha85, SN90, WSLP90, BM85, Sha83]. Almost [Eas94]. Also [Goo96]. Alternative [EH91, Fay96a, Hay90, MSMP92, Mun96, NG94, SW95, Sim74, PH86, SM84b]. Alternatives [AC95b, CF95, Fol96, GR92b, JSKK98, LH91, LGWC93, RC93, S95a, dCP99a, BDD88, BS86a, HN87, KR84, MW81, MW82, Nai87c, Stu56, ZC88]. Always [RRZ94]. Ambiguous [SM90b]. Amer [BK86, Bor87, BC82a, CMS87, Cla89, DD82, Fab94, FH81a, FH81c, HG83, JTB81, Kot89, KP92, Krz81, Law82, LB94c, MW82, Mac87, MS98a, MPG86, MT82, MS95, NS86, Pra82, Rin85, RC82, Sch82, Sim87a, SG95a, Sta94, Wec94, Wes98, WM81, Wh92, YM86, de 83a]. American [BB90, Pqa91]. Among [Moo98, SMF94, KD87, Thu85, Us85]. Amount [Nyc91, Hjo94]. Analgesic [DS97a, GB97, LL97a, SBD97a, SBD97b]. Analog [BW94, SM81]. analogs [Rot83, Yan84]. analogy [SW83]. Analyses [HAS97, PSVS92, WC92, Ole85, Sim74]. Analysis
[Ada98, Ala84, AC93, AASM93, AC95a, ASL91, AL95, AD90, BRR92, BPS96, Bak98, BH93, BHH96, BC96, BS93, BY95, BS91, Bri92, BR98a, BR98b, BD91b, BH97, Car94, CWW95, CJ96, CM97b, CM91a, CNWW98, Con89, Con92, CH92, CMMY91, DwSH94, DG99, DAO94, DR91, DLB91, DS97a, DH99, DM96, DPWH99, DD90, dE97, EP94, EK93, EGGS97, FZ98, FSE98, Fay96a, Flu85, FR99, FP95, For92, FB83, Fun95, GSTM92, GBJ96, GB97, GW938, GN82, GH90, Goo96, GRR°95, Gro90, GL96, Hab82, HW95a, HTB94, HM97, Hei95, HT97c, HH91, IL94, JT97, Joh90, Joh94, Jof96a, Kad90, Kne98, KC96, Lan98, Lav91a, LWY93, LB94b, Lin91, LW92, LL97a, LCG91, LCWH97, Man90, MM95, MS96, MS93, Niu96, OFT°93, OV95, PB98, PM97, PS96]. Analysis

[Pri96, PHL98, QTC96, Qui98a, RS98, RSY93, RG93, RRZ95, Roc95, RT96b, Ryu94, STR97, SG96a, SB87, SBD97a, SBD97b, SJ92, SW90, SI97, SD97, Sol91, Sol95, SEH95, SHH87, SRS94, SL98b, Sto91, SK93b, SY95, Tar99, TCS94, Tuk47b, Tuk47c, Ver93, Wak96, Wan92, WJS92, WWZt97, WLGC98, WW98, Weg90, Wes97a, WM91, Yam92, YK96, YJW95, YB97, Zuc98, dCP99b, Ame74, BOP88, BM85, BD88, BB99, BH88, BD81a, Boi86, BC82a, Bro83, CGG85, CM84a, Chr87, Cla87b, Cla89, Clo82, CG84, DLP87, Dwy67, Efr88, Fab91, Fat83, FH86, Fri89, Gas85, GH86, GH88, Goo91, GH87b, GY93, HW88, HR84, HV84, Hov87, IL91, IHC84, IS87, JG83, JK89, KL85, Kee82, LS86, LV88, MB88b, NS83, NS86, Ols74, PH74, Pud82, RW85]. analysis

[Pri96, PHL98, QTC96, Qui98a, RS98, RSY93, RG93, RRZ95, Roc95, RT96b, Ryu94, STR97, SG96a, SB87, SBD97a, SBD97b, SJ92, SW90, SI97, SD97, Sol91, Sol95, SEH95, SHH87, SRS94, SL98b, Sto91, SK93b, SY95, Tar99, TCS94, Tuk47b, Tuk47c, Ver93, Wak96, Wan92, WJS92, WWZt97, WLGC98, WW98, Weg90, Wes97a, WM91, Yam92, YK96, YJW95, YB97, Zuc98, dCP99b, Ame74, BOP88, BM85, BD88, BB99, BH88, BD81a, Boi86, BC82a, Bro83, CGG85, CM84a, Chr87, Cla87b, Cla89, Clo82, CG84, DLP87, Dwy67, Efr88, Fab91, Fat83, FH86, Fri89, Gas85, GH86, GH88, Goo91, GH87b, GY93, HW88, HR84, HV84, Hov87, IL91, IHC84, IS87, JG83, JK89, KL85, Kee82, LS86, LV88, MB88b, NS83, NS86, Ols74, PH74, Pud82, RW85]. analysis

[Pri96, PHL98, QTC96, Qui98a, RS98, RSY93, RG93, RRZ95, Roc95, RT96b, Ryu94, STR97, SG96a, SB87, SBD97a, SBD97b, SJ92, SW90, SI97, SD97, Sol91, Sol95, SEH95, SHH87, SRS94, SL98b, Sto91, SK93b, SY95, Tar99, TCS94, Tuk47b, Tuk47c, Ver93, Wak96, Wan92, WJS92, WWZt97, WLGC98, WW98, Weg90, Wes97a, WM91, Yam92, YK96, YJW95, YB97, Zuc98, dCP99b, Ame74, BOP88, BM85, BD88, BB99, BH88, BD81a, Boi86, BC82a, Bro83, CGG85, CM84a, Chr87, Cla87b, Cla89, Clo82, CG84, DLP87, Dwy67, Efr88, Fab91, Fat83, FH86, Fri89, Gas85, GH86, GH88, Goo91, GH87b, GY93, HW88, HR84, HV84, Hov87, IL91, IHC84, IS87, JG83, JK89, KL85, Kee82, LS86, LV88, MB88b, NS83, NS86, Ols74, PH74, Pud82, RW85]. analysis

[Pri96, PHL98, QTC96, Qui98a, RS98, RSY93, RG93, RRZ95, Roc95, RT96b, Ryu94, STR97, SG96a, SB87, SBD97a, SBD97b, SJ92, SW90, SI97, SD97, Sol91, Sol95, SEH95, SHH87, SRS94, SL98b, Sto91, SK93b, SY95, Tar99, TCS94, Tuk47b, Tuk47c, Ver93, Wak96, Wan92, WJS92, WWZt97, WLGC98, WW98, Weg90, Wes97a, WM91, Yam92, YK96, YJW95, YB97, Zuc98, dCP99b, Ame74, BOP88, BM85, BD88, BB99, BH88, BD81a, Boi86, BC82a, Bro83, CGG85, CM84a, Chr87, Cla87b, Cla89, Clo82, CG84, DLP87, Dwy67, Efr88, Fab91, Fat83, FH86, Fri89, Gas85, GH86, GH88, Goo91, GH87b, GY93, HW88, HR84, HV84, Hov87, IL91, IHC84, IS87, JG83, JK89, KL85, Kee82, LS86, LV88, MB88b, NS83, NS86, Ols74, PH74, Pud82, RW85]. analysis

[Pri96, PHL98, QTC96, Qui98a, RS98, RSY93, RG93, RRZ95, Roc95, RT96b, Ryu94, STR97, SG96a, SB87, SBD97a, SBD97b, SJ92, SW90, SI97, SD97, Sol91, Sol95, SEH95, SHH87, SRS94, SL98b, Sto91, SK93b, SY95, Tar99, TCS94, Tuk47b, Tuk47c, Ver93, Wak96, Wan92, WJS92, WWZt97, WLGC98, WW98, Weg90, Wes97a, WM91, Yam92, YK96, YJW95, YB97, Zuc98, dCP99b, Ame74, BOP88, BM85, BD88, BB99, BH88, BD81a, Boi86, BC82a, Bro83, CGG85, CM84a, Chr87, Cla87b, Cla89, Clo82, CG84, DLP87, Dwy67, Efr88, Fab91, Fat83, FH86, Fri89, Gas85, GH86, GH88, Goo91, GH87b, GY93, HW88, HR84, HV84, Hov87, IL91, IHC84, IS87, JG83, JK89, KL85, Kee82, LS86, LV88, MB88b, NS83, NS86, Ols74, PH74, Pud82, RW85]. analysis
Applied [MR97a, MR97b, dCP99b, Ran84]. Apportionment [Sch91a].

Appraisal [Lon67]. Approach [Amm93, BR94a, Bro97, CP91, CPS92, CKLH92, CM97b, DF98, DG92, EH91, Fon92, FK94, Fryg97, GMF97, GJK96, GJP96, Hal73, HW95a, HL98, HZ98, HL94, HD97, IL94, KA91, Kol96, KS97, KP81a, LaR91, LK97, Lav91a, LT98, Lju93, MM93, MV91, NCDF96, NGH95, O’S90, Pai97, Pre96, Raz90, RCL96, SH92, Shu97, SK97, SG97, Tho91b, WW91a, WLGC98, WZ97b, WK98, YL97, BD88, BJM81, CT98, CS87, Gil84, Gil86, GM86b, HW94, HT82, JSG98, KT94a, Mor86, OS87, Oma81, Rav89, Roy86, Sin86, Tam88b, TJW88, WA83, ZK91].

Approaches [CG90, DN98, GS90a, SR94]. Appropriateness [Ueb93].

Approximate [Atw84, Bly86, BC93, Che90, Cia90, Glb97, KT94b, PFV89, Swe84, TL97]. Approximately [Agr98, BB98, EMM95, MPS98, Sev94, SW98b, SW98c, Wie98].

Approximating [GW91, HL97]. Approximation [BS98, GJ99, Jor91, Lie94, Pes93, Shu97, Geb71, Mar84, MT81, MT82]. Approximations [BDM97, CCL90, DKRW97, Erk94, FG94, GR96a, Glb89, Haw93, JS94, Joe95, KH84, Nau82, SGP98, WK88, WBB93, dHY93, DT87, DKMO98, ER86, Hod87, PMF88, Sha89a, Sha89b, TK68, TK98].

Arbitrary [Wes78]. Archimedean [GR93]. Area [FG91, GNS98, HH91, LR95a, MSML97, PR90b, Rag93]. Areas [WC91].

ARIMA [CNS90, HT82, KA96, Krä86, Mar86, Sol84, TR97]. ARIMA-model-based [HT82]. Arising [EF93, GMD93, ZDL96]. arm [Fox74]. ARMA.

Arm [Fox74]. ARMA [HM98, AP96, BY86, GL92, GW86, HM88b, Man95, NP95, Rer92, TT84]. ARMAX [St086]. Armas [RG94]. Army [Hod94]. Array [Tan93].


Ascertained [Wan92]. Asked [Bin98, Bre89, GKL98a, GKL98b, Jud98, Kad98, San98]. Aspects [HH91, GK98, Hub83]. Assay [BZ97, ZDL96]. Assessed [CG92]. Assessing [CCL90, CW97, Gle92, GC96, HW90a, HL94, Hod87, Kra90, LA93, QN98, Qui98a, SS91b, Vel98].

Assessment [GJR98, KM91b, MO98, ZT97]. Assessments [Agn85]. assessors [VM93]. Assignment [CH91, Gav78, Kie78, Mal78, SM78a, SM78b, Sim78, HP88].

Associations [SK93a]. Assumption [CB97, PHS94, Rom90, CM95, KL85, Kru88]. Assumptions [RT96a, FJV89]. Assurance [Riv98]. Astronomical [VB97]. Astronomy [AML95, WM90].

Astronomical [ER92, AP97, SG98, Zel86]. Astronomical [WW91a, Joh78]. Asymmetry [KP97, Boo82]. Asymptotic [Ch93, CD96, Cro85, Cro74, DKRW97, Kun80, PP88, SL87, Sha86, Wei81].

attributes [Tam81]. Auditing [CS96b]. Augmentation [WT90b, TW87].

author [Bue82, Daw82, Efr89, Efr94, Fab91, Geh82, God82b, Goo91, Hol86, Kit87, Las94, Li91, Sha82]. authors [BS87, BH88, BF85, CB87, DG93, DH83, HHM88, HL81, LL87, LF82, LV88, MB88a, PT82, RHS93, SCM91, TW87, WMR91]. Autocorrelated [BD91b, HZ90, Kob85, ZB86].

autocorrelation [Ali89, BHS81, DP89, KD87, TT84]. Autocorrelations [CH95b, RT96a, Chi74]. Automated [EL97, Joh96a, OR98]. Automatic [Cho93, GKK91, OYR86]. automatically [HHM88]. Autoregression [DM95, TS90]. Autoregressions [SG97]. Autoregressive [AR90, Ahn97, BDR92, CT93, LRM96, LL97b, Qu98b, SL93a, Sch96, SS90b, Te94, YR95, Bha81, BHS81, BA83, Chi74, FH81a, FH81b, Har84, KY85, Mac86, Mac87, Spl83, Sti87, TT84, Tsa89].

Auxiliary [Hig98, PS99, WPD98, Isa83, Smo82, Wri83]. Average [AI95, BDR92, HMT92, LL97b, SL93a, TR97, YR95, HS89a, Spl83]. Averaged [CHR94]. Averages [RP96, Mac86, Mac87]. Averaging [RMH97, RB90].

AZT [RG94].
Bayesian \cite{AG83, AG85, AC93, All97, AC97b, AC96, AP89a, BH93, Ber82, BD88, BB89, BS93, BH88, Ber91b, BWC98, Buc95b, CO90, CS91, CMW97, CKLH92, CB87, Che94a, CKM97, CGM98a, CGM98b, CS86, CRS+91, CNWW98, CV95, CCC96, CMMY91, DKW97, Daw82, DKS97, DSW98, DJK88, EGMP93, EG95, EW95, EGGS97, FOS97, FS98b, Fon92, FR99, FS94, GHRPS90, GSTM92, GNK96, Goe83, GB98, Hal73, HW95a, Hay94, Hei91, HH91, IL91, Jay79, JW88, Joh96a, KR96, KW95, KP92, KKT98, KLY96, Lav91a, LW91, Lav91c, LRM96, Len88, LHT98, LB94a, Li94, LNL95, Li96, MS85a, McC98, MV91, MB88a, MR97a, MG97a, MR97b, NSS97, NCC96, Nyc88, PJT96, PSS93, PS96, Per97, PS94b, Qui98a, RMH97, Rig97, RW97, Rue95, SR94, SN96, Sev94, Sha95]. Bayesian \cite{SW80, Sha83, SD97, SS82b, SK97, Smo82, SM92, SKF98, SY95, SHGL96, SCCF93, Tam88b, TW98a, TW98b, Tom96, TS96, VM83, Var98, WK92, Vil90, Wak96, WB96, Wei95, Wei95, WHM95, Wes95, Won87, WK98, Zel86, Zha98b]. Bayesians \cite{BD91a}. Be \cite{PH90b, SN96, BF83, BHT88}. Bearings \cite{ASL96}. Bearings-Only \cite{ASL96}. Behavior \cite{AL94, Cha93, GS93, Hal94, Man90, Rom90, Fox74, MY95, Nai84, SM84a, Sch84b}. Behavioral \cite{EGG95}. Behrens \cite{JW88}. being \cite{NM83a}. belief \cite{Go86}. Beliefs \cite{SHBF94}. Believe \cite{CB94}. Benchmarking \cite{CCD97, HT87}. Berger \cite{Bor87, MB88a}. Berkeley \cite{Met50}. Bernoulli \cite{MO85, Tam85}. Best \cite{AP87, HV86, Man90, Rol94, SH81, SC96a, dCP99a, But84, CC74, EH83, EH93, Ese86, Hsu82, HE83, Sam85b, Tam88b, Wil84}. Best-Case \cite{Man90}. Best-Choice \cite{SC96a, Sam85b, Tam88b}. best-fitting \cite{But84}. best-linear-unbiased \cite{Ese86}. bet \cite{SG83}. Beta \cite{CW91, Geb71, SS80}. beta-integral \cite{Geb71}. Better \cite{Cha91, Efr87, RS90, SN96, Ruk87, Tam85, Wil84}. Between \cite{BD92, GR97a, GR97b, HH90, HHS97, HPS98, HH94, HHH92, Krz79, Krz81, LS91b, Lio90, Rig97, SS90a, BJ98, CR82, Gew82, Gew84, HS88c, Koo86, dAJ86}. Between-groups \cite{Krz79, Krz81}. Beyond \cite{LT94b, Tuk85}. Bias \cite{CDW93, Isa74, JS97a, LT97, LB96, MW98a, MW98b, O'N94, Pea61, PMW93, RW98, Rup97, SS90b, WLGC98, CSC86, MZ89}. Biased \cite{BBH96, GS91b, ST87, Efr86b}. biasing \cite{Oma81}. Bickel \cite{BC82a, Haa73}. bidec \cite{KT88}. Bifurcation \cite{KR93}. Binary \cite{Agr97, AC93, BO95, CLW95, Coo96, FSE98, FLZ96, Fyr97, GM96, HL98, IRC98, LRR95, LR97a, MSM97, Mc94, NCC96, OK96, PH98, QN98, ST87, WK98, ZDL96, Zha98a, AP83, APS81, BS84b, Kee82, LZ89, Man88, Min87, Ros89, TH82, Wu85}. binary-type \cite{APS81}. Binned \cite{Min98}. Binomial \cite{BS83a, CB94, Che90, CV95, Dea92, Hal94, Pes93, SK90, VM96, AG85, BD81b, Bly86, CL85, De 83b, Fis79, Geb71, HPE81, KT94a, LL86, M74, Rel72]. bioassay \cite{MS88b, Sch84a}. bioequivalence \cite{BCH95}. Biological \cite{GMP97, LNL99}. Biomedical \cite{GS90b}. Birth \cite{Hof92, Sti86}. bispectral
Canonical [BY95, GH86, GF96a, Gil86, GH88]. Capital [Gro90]. 
Card [RCH94]. Cards [McP42]. Care [CS91, DG99, NGG97]. Carlo [CL95, JTB81, Ros95b, BBGL97, BS96b, CPS92, CC96b, GT95, GRS98, GJR98, Hig98, Hur85a, JTB90, Joh96b, Joh98b, LC98a, LC98b, MU49, MP95, NG94, Ode91, OB93, Ros95c, SMP95, Sha89b, TV85, WT90b].
Causality [BDR92]. Cause [AKM94, GFT+93]. Cause-Specific [AKM94, GFT+93]. Caused [BL93]. CD4 [LCG+92, TDW95]. CDF [WBB93]. Cell [Bri92, Cox95, HS94, LCG+92, PB98, BOP88, Hab88]. Censored [AML95, AB97, CW94a, Dab90, DS97a, DG92, FG94, FSE98, GB97, GC91, GW90, GB96, HW95a, Har92, HP92, JMV94, KS97, LLE93, LL97a, LYY99, LGWC93, LWT94, Pru93, SDW98, SBD97a, SBD97b, WH90, WT90a, WZ97a, WY96, Yan97, Yan99, AA87, Alb88a, BR83, Bha85, BC82b, CC74, DJK87, Esc86, GY93, Gu88, KW95, LaR86, MB82, Pad86, SM83, SM84a, Tsi82, VJ88, WG83, Wei84, WP85, Zac86, ZB86]. censored-data [VJ88]. Censoring [Har90a, HP97, SW97, BM81, BM83, SY84]. Census [CRS+91, EKT89, GB96, Joh90, RZ98, Sch91a, SS95b, CT98, Tuk85, Wo86]. centenary [Sti88]. Central [WK94, Mar81, ZC88]. central-mixture [ZC88]. Century [Ket97]. Certain [BHNO92, Bur94, Dha93, SM84a]. Chain [BBGL97, BM95, CC96b, FK94, GT95, GRS98, GJR98, Hig98, Joh96b, Joh98b, Lou96, MTY95, Ros95c, RP96, Sam90, Ros95b]. Chains [GJR98].
Chemotherapy [Min93]. Chi [HP92, Lee87, Nai87c, Ryu94, Wil50, Ame74, Fay85, Hab88, KOS85, LAR86, Ole85]. Chi-square [Wil50, Ame74].

Chi-Squared [HP92, Lee87, Ryu94, Fay85, Hab88, KOS85, LAR86, Ole85].

Chi-squared-type [Nai87c].

Chi-square [Wil50, Ame74].

Chi-Squared [HP92, Lee87, Ryu94, Fay85, Hab88, KOS85, LAR86, Ole85].

Chi-squared-type [Nai87c].

Child [GR92a, Sas97].

Children [SB90, WHGA96].

Chilean [EV92].

Choice [BD97, BGH93, FJ90, HMT92, SC96a, JG96a, LB94a, PM97, Ruk84, Sin86].

Choosing [DC94, KP91, Nyc91, Oma81].

chosen [HHM88].

Chow [Thu85].

Christ [Sti86].

Christian [BH88].

Churchman [Tuk49b].

Circadian [PF97].

City [DXP92].

Claims [Coo91, GHCF94].

Class [ES99, FKYZ99, For92, Jen91, Joh90, Lin91, LCG91, OMA81, OW82, Ste81, Tsi82].

Classes [BL92, CL92b, GMWZ99, HS89a, Wil50, KOS85, Wal86].

Classical [Bra90, FOS97, GYK03, LB94a].

Classification [CD94, KP92, LT96a, Pre96, Sch84b, SR95, Sta91, Zha98a, Isa74, Kor81, LV88, Ruk84, Sin86].

classifications [Adj88, Cl82, Gro81].

Classifiers [Moj99].

Cleveland [Tsu84, Tsu86].

Cleveland-Zidek-type [Tsu84, Tsu86].

Clinical [BO95, CCC96, DLB91, EF91, EFS92, GFT+93, GM96, LD92, LB94a, ROC95, TFAH94].

Clonogenic [Min93].

closed [Sch87a].

Closeness [MKS90, G889, R893].

closure [Tuk50a].

Cloud [CS93].

Clumps [HL97].

Cluster [DD90, FH82, Nau65, NM98, RSY93, Tam95, Tho90a, BM85, MS85a, Roy86, TR87].

Clustered [CR92, GR92a, HS98b, HZ96, CM86, Ros89].

Clustering [BR92, DR98, FL95, KST98, LJK93, MNS99, RMS90, Won82b].

Clusters [NW97, Har81, PFV89, Won82b].

Clutter [BR98c, DR98].

Coale [YP92].

Coarse [HR90].

Coastal [PM97].

Cochran [CMT55, Riv86].

Cod [NSS97].

Codes [CRO91].

Coefficient [CT93, CTC96, SW98a, WCH98, Cha84, GH87a, Mui85, Sen86, S82].

Coefficients [CW94a, Pag90, RRZ94, Tho90a, Hod88, Koa86, Loh87, NM83b].

Coherent [Mei94, Ger82].

coincidences [DM89].

Cointegration [Ahn97, BY95].

Collaborators [A909a, Ano97a, Ano98c].

Collapsed [Liu94].

collecting [AP85].

College [MH94b].

Collinearity [FM92, SB97].

Column [Ye98b].

Combination [SGC95].

Combinations [SL93b, DH93, Flu85].

Combined [AA87, AL88a, BM81].

Combining [CV95, DK9W97, DPWH99, EK96, FK99, Gel96, Geo86, Geo96, GS91b, HM85, J9K96, L96a, LB94b, LL86, MH99, MQ99, Mor96, Rei96, Sch86a, ST96, Z9M93, DH83, GS85, Kin85, LQ85, LL81].

Comment [Agr98, Bin96, Bin98, BJ97, BB98, Bor97, BC82a, BRE98, Bro92, C95a, BK99, Chr99, Cre97, D9H1, D9M98, DS97a, E9L96, Fab94, FZ98, Gav78, Gel96, GB97, Geo86, GMS97, Han99, He99, He99, Hoff6, J9H98a, Jud96, Jud98, Kad98, Kie98, Kne98, KKT98, Kot98, Lan98, Li98b, LL97a, Mal78, Mar80, McC98, MT98, MP98, Mo96, Mor96, Por97, RS98, Rei96, RG96, RW98, Ros96, San96, Sch95b, ST96, SC99, Sim78, Sim87a, SHL98, SF97, Ste99, TV85,
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Joh92, KA95, KT94b, LL97b, MBR91, Mar64, PC97, Ros84b, Sch96, Sev95, Soo92, SC97c, Tsa87, Val87a, Val93, WM98, Xio95, AP89b, Coh81, CGM83, Con89, FW88, Gew84, HHO88, KT94c, SC85. Conditionally [AC97b, CMW97, KSC89, Riz92]. Conditioning [Kot89, Mil92, Rob87]. Conditions [Ros95c, Bie83, Ros95b, SL87]. cone [DL88]. Cones [BM96]. Confidence [BS96a, BHS98, Ber90b, BB94, BK89, BS96b, BD93, Bur94, CG90, CJS95a, CJS95b, CJ96, CH95b, CS96b, CW90, CHF96, ES93, FS95a, FHJ96, Ger82, Gri92, Har90a, HH94, HMY97, Hol99, HB99, KSY85, LH91, LL81, Llo90, Mar90, MZ97, Mee90, MB82, Mur95, Owe95, Pan97, PC96, Pes93, Roe90, Sat95, SG95b, Spu99, SW97, TT86, Th90a, TF90, VHE91, WCH98, ZD97, Ber88a, BS83a, Bly86, BCH95, CHS3, Cla87a, DT87, Efr87, FMD82, FH90, FS87, HB88, IS87, Joh78, Kan88, Khu81, Kim86, LL87, Loh87, Mal82, MSW+83, MPEG85, MPG96, Mery87, Mor86, Nai83, Nai87a, Nai87b, Nye88, Oma81, PFV98, Pie87, Ric82, Sch85, SG95a, SB5, Uus83, Uus85, Wee93, Wee94, YM85, YM86. Confidentiality [Fel72]. configural [Mor86]. Confirmation [Fun93]. Conflict [Luc93a]. confounding [SB1]. Congenital [SHBF94]. Congressional [Sch91a]. Congruential [FM82]. Conjecture [SMF94]. Conjugate [CV92, GN82, GPS95, JJ93]. Conjugate-Gradient [GN82]. Consequences [GK90, Wh81a]. conservative [Ben83]. conservativeness [Wei81]. Considerations [PSVS92, VM83]. Consistency [G98a, Har81, Tar99, Bie83, Sha89a]. Consistent [FG95, Fel74, Jia98, LB93, Riz92, TT84, ZI95, Wit88]. constancy [Nyb89]. constant [Nai83]. constant-width [Nai83]. Constraining [BHS98]. Constrained [CC96a, CW94c, GSTM92, Gey91, Gho92, KP81a, MM93, RSM90, Cha84, Sch84a, VW87]. Constraint [RS93]. Constraints [AG96, HT97c, RG93, Wes97b, DL88, HB86, Nai87b, Wes98, Wol87]. Constructed [LK95]. Constructing [FHJ96, VY80, Ric82]. Construction [Hay94, Jac93, JMS97, MST97, WW91a, We90a, CJ88, SB81, Vos86, Wat87]. Consumer [GS93, Zie90]. contagious [Hol87]. Contain [BS96a]. Containing [Pan97]. Containment [GLB98]. Contaminated [Gle93]. Content [CM91b]. Contents [Gag43]. Context [DF98, BM85, Gut82]. Contextual [Pre96]. Contextually [WM91]. Contingency [AMP90, Alb97, BS97a, BS97c, CS92b, DD90, Fri94, Goo94, KP97, KA95, LW91, Qui98a, RG93, YF90, ACK87, AG83, BOP88, CG84, Coh81, CGM83, CG82, Dal82, Gas85, GH86, Gil86, GH88, GKR88, Gro81, GSS89, Koe86, MP83, MPG85, MPG96, Nai87c, PH81, Sar89, Sim74]. Contingent [CH91, SG83]. Continuous [CR92, FL95, GJR98, KC96, BB74, Poo74, Sar87, Sto88, TH82]. continuous-time [Sto88]. Continuum [BS94]. contour [Har87]. Contoured [CN94]. Contrast [Wes97b, JK89]. Contrasts [Mar92, Spu99, MRW87, Wes98]. Contributions [BR94a, SRR95]. Control [An90, BC90, BHH96, BKP90, Bre96, CGL93, CWW95, CNF95, CS92a, FIB90, FS95b, GJ94, GHMW94, GS94, HT90, KA91, Kra90, Lin95, LT96b, ...
LCW98, RCL96, SMP95, SN90, TL97, CMST88, Fli84, Jac89, MRW87, Spu88. \textit{controllable} [HVY83]. \textbf{Controlled} [GM96, LB94b, VY80].

\textbf{Controlling} [Owe94]. \textbf{Controls} [IRC98, Jac93, HY86]. \textbf{Convergence} [BPR99, Cha91, CC96b, DG92, GJR98, Joh96b, Joh98b, Min98, Ros95c, ZM95, CH88, Ros95b]. \textbf{Convex} [FHTW97, Gey91, Har87]. \textbf{convolution} [Dye82, Spr83]. \textbf{Coordinate} [Lea81]. \textbf{Coordinate-free} [Lea81].

\textbf{Coordinates} [Weg90]. \textbf{copulas} [GR93]. \textbf{Correct} [WPD98, FM83, Kim86]. \textbf{Correcting} [MW98a, MW98b, PMW93, RW98, Ye98a, FH78, FH81c].

\textbf{Correction} [BK86, CMS87, Cla89, FH90, FH81a, FH81c, HM89, HA95, JTB81, KT94c, Krz81, LB96, LB94c, Mac87, Mar90, MPG86, NS86, Ros95b, SKC94, SG95a, Sta94, SCW97, Wee94, WM81, Whi81b, YM86]. \textbf{Corrections} [Rin85]. \textbf{Correlated} [Alt90, BR94b, DLW95, KPR91, Llo90, ML94, QH98, Wan98b, ZT97, Hay89].

\textbf{Correlation} [AP96, BY95, BJJ95, CTC96, DBB+94, Dwy45, GS98a, OWE95, Sch94a, Sch91b, WEST91, Bin82, BF85, GH87a, Gil86, KY86, Mui85, PH74, SG82, V88, dAJ86]. \textbf{Correlations} [Ber91a, BG91a, Gri92, Owe94, Wes97b, Wes98]. \textbf{Correspondence} [Goo96, RG93, GH87b]. \textbf{Corrected} [HY86]. \textbf{Corrected} [Owe94, Wes97b, Wes98].

\textbf{Corrigendum} [EH84, HG83, de 83a]. \textbf{Corrigenda} [DD82, KP82, Law82, MW82, MT82, Pra82, RC82, Sch82]. \textbf{Corrupted} [OP96]. \textbf{Coseismic} [KM96a]. \textbf{Cost} [Bak98, GJ94, GLB98, DD81, DD82, Sam85b]. \textbf{Cost-Effective} [GJ94].

\textbf{Cost-Effectiveness} [Bak98]. \textbf{costs} [FE88]. \textbf{Count} [McC98, MR97a, MR97b, PB98, TW98a, TW98b, Var98, Sim87b]. \textbf{Counting} [GM96b, CSC86]. \textbf{Countries} [GMWZ99]. \textbf{Counts} [CL95, DB97, Gro90, PB98, TDW95, BOP88, Hab88]. \textbf{County} [CCG+97a, CCG+97b, Cre97, GMS97, SF97]. \textbf{Coupled} [Joh96b]. \textbf{Coupling} [Joh98b]. \textbf{Coupling-Regeneration} [Joh98b]. \textbf{Covariables} [RCL96].

\textbf{Covariance} [AS90b, CD91, CD95, Che70, CLT96, GS91a, Hou95, JB92, Rig97, Roc92, SG92, Sie93, Ver93, WHG98, XLR91, YB97, BK84, CGG85, HV84, Kar81, Lee88, Mar64, MB88b, Rei82, SB87, TB86]. \textbf{covariances} [Mar64]. \textbf{Covariate} [Fon92, FS95b, HH97, HAS97, JT97, LY93, PF91, SH90, WWZ97, WK88]. \textbf{Covariate-Matched} [HHS97]. \textbf{Covariates} [BL93, BZ92, BD93, CGL93, CN94, FSE98, GWG90, HDG97, HH96, IRC98, Neu98, Roc95, WB96, Zuc98, vR98, Kar87]. \textbf{Coverage} [CL92b, GWG98, Mar90, CT98, Wol86]. \textbf{coverages} [Yan84]. \textbf{Cox} [Bue82, BD93, Bur94, DwSH94, Gil84, LW89, Lin91, LY93, Peñ98, Sas93, ST99, SH90, Spi82, SC85, Tay85]. \textbf{Craig} [Sti86]. \textbf{Creation} [DLW95].

\textbf{Credence} [OFH90]. \textbf{Crime} [Sta91]. \textbf{Criteria} [BS91, Jen91, MT95a, ZM95, Zha92]. \textbf{Criterion} [Bly93, HZ90, KW95, MNS99, Nei82, RJS93]. \textbf{Critical} [JB92]. \textbf{Criticism} [CPP96]. \textbf{Critique} [SC80]. \textbf{Cross} [ET97, Goo96, HY89, KAT91, NWG84, PC84, RF97, SBS94, Sha93, Tho91a, Wan91, Agr83, Clo82, Efr83, Goo91, GA82, HUR85b, KY86, PAR93a, ST87, Sil84, Sto82]. \textbf{Cross-classifications}
Cross-Validated [Tho91a, NWGP84]. Cross-Validation [ET97, HY98, KAT91, RFB97, SBS94, Sha93, PC84, Efr83, Hur85b, ST87, Sil84].
cross-validatory [Par93a]. Crossed [BR98a, BR98b, FZ98, Kne98, Lan98, RS98, WW98]. crossings [Cha88b].

D [Gol63, Hoa73, Sim87a]. D. [Bue82, Daw82]. Daily [Gro90, NCDF96].
Daniel [DH83, Gol63]. Danish [HHH92]. Darkly [Bar91]. Darling [SS87a].

Data [AML95, AB97, AC93, Alh94, Alt90, AC95b, ASL96, AD90, AS90b, BPS96, Bak98, BF92, Bin96, BW92, BO97, BO95, BZ99, Bri92, Car94, CL92a, CH95a, CH97a, CS93, Cha96, CTC96, CCD97, CW94a, Che94b, Coo91, CCC96, Cro95, DwSH94, DH91, DAO94, Daw95, DS97a, DM97, DLW95, DG92, DA96, dE97, Efr98, EP94, Ehl96, EV92, Eub97, FL98, FSE98, Fay96a, Fay96b, FJH96, FHTW97, For92, For94, GFT +93, GHRPS90, GMT92, GB97, GC91, GH94, GJP96, GWG90, Goo96, GRB +95, GK93, Gra92, Gra95, GL96, GR92a, GS95, Gür91, GT91, HS98b, HW95a, Har92, HL98, HW90b, HYP97, HR90, Hei91, Hem79, HLC92, Hir92, Hod94, HP92, HOS95, HL96, HW95b, Hur85b, Ibr90, IRC98, JD91, JMV94, Joh96a, Jud96, JS97b, KL97].

Data [KL99, KM91b, KSW92, KP92, KLW94, KC96, LT97, Li98a, Lav91b, LR96, Led94, LWY93, LLE93, LS95, LRR91, L92, Li95, LQT97, LL97a, LY99, Li93, LS93, LGWC93, Li96, LS97, LWT94, MZ94, Man90, Mar92, McC94, McC98, MF84, Min98, ML94, MR97a, Moy99, MSK96, MR97b, MST97, NP95, NT95, Ni96, O’S93, OP96, OK96, Pa197, PM90, PB94, PB98, PF91, PC97, PSVS92, PML98, Pr96, Pru93, PHL98, QN98, Rao96, RR95, RR95, RW96, RT96b, RB90, Rub96b, Sas97, SD98, Sch99, Sch96, SG95, Seg92, SLS97, S896b, SCC98, SS99, SBD97a, SB97b, SC94, S92, Sha97, SG96b, SR95, SD97, St92, SEH95, SM92, SH97, SM90b, SL98a, SL98b, SKF98, SC97c, SK93b, TCS94, TW98a, TW98b, TDW95, Var96, Var98, Vel95, VFR97, WH90].

Data [Wan91, Wan92, WSJ92, WWZtO97, Weg90, WT90b, WT90a, WSLP90, Wei97, WZ97a, WY96, WW91b, WH98, WKL95, WCH98,
XKP93, YKB97, Ye98a, ZDL96, ZLRS98, vR98, AP83, Ala84, AA87, Alb88a, AG85, AP89a, BR83, Bha85, BS84b, BC82b, BR83, BP86, CR84, CC74, CR89, Chr87, DJK87, Efr94, Exc86, FH89, FH90, Goo91, GA82, GY93, Gui88, HW86, HVY83, HR84, Hwa86, KL85, Kee82, KW85, KK84b, KT94a, KA86, Law87, LD91, LB94c, LB94d, LS87, Min87, O’N84, Pad86, RW88, Ros89, SM83, SS86, Sim87b, Spe85, SG82, Sto86, Sto82, TW87, Tuk79a, Var88, VJ88, Wan89, WP85, WLW89, Wit88, Wol86, Wu85, ZB86].

Data-Dependent [NP95, WSLP90]. Data-Driven [Efr98, KL97, KL99, Led94, PM90, Hur85b]. Dave [CB94].

Death-Penalty [SKF98]. Decaying [Ber91a, BG91a].

Decision-Theoretic [LB94a]. Decisions [Kad90, SA92]. Decisive [GBK98].

Decomposition [BC96, Har85, KO96, Tak83]. Decompositions [Amm93].


definition [Sto88]. Degrees [OR92, PWM92]. Delaney [Bro92]. Delay [DXP92]. Delayed [BBH96]. Delays [Har90b, Wan92].

Deletion [Per97, Vos86]. Demand [HK93, HK92]. Deming [Man94]. Demographic [Pol91]. Demography [DKW97].

Densities [Fre94, GR96a, GS90a, GR96b, Job92, LLK95, RV90c, PBS94, Len88, TK86].

Density [BF93a, BF90, CCG97a, CCG97b, Che94a, Cho93, CB90, Cre97, Efr97, Efr98, EL97, EW95, FJ90, Gou97, GMS97, HYP97, Ize91, JMS96, JS97a, Min98, OP96, PO94, Roe90, RW97, Rup97, SS96a, SF97, Ter90, VW95, WJ93, WY96, jW97, YM99, CH88, DH86, DM88c, FSS84, Har84, Har81, Har87, Jon89, LF82, OS87, ST87, SW83, TS85, WM91, Won82b, Won83, Yak85].

Density-Based [BF93a]. Department [Hwa86]. Dependence

[GO94, HZ98, LR97b, QA98, RS94a, SV93, SJ92, BS84b, Gew82, Gew84, GJ84, HM88a, Har84, JH82, Jao89].

Dependent [AME96, Ada98, ALHH92, CLW95, FT94, FSE98, GV96, HDG97, HS94, LT96b, NP95, Pep91, SC97a, SC97b, SS90, WSLP90, vR98, Ang85, Wei81, Zeh88, Sch83b].

Depends [Ye93]. Deposition [Haa90, Haa95]. Depressive [TFAH94].


Derivation [GH95]. Derivative [HMT92]. Derivatives

[JJ97, Dwy67, HS97a, McCS2]. derived [ELR87, Rot83, Sch81, Sch82].

Design [CM93, CLY92, CC96a, CM91b, CMMY91, EK93, Fan92, HT97a, HT97b, Min93, MP95, Pen97, Porr7, RG95, STR97, TM96, AP83, BHS81, BS85, BHT88, CSS89, IF82, O’G82, SHS86, Tam85].

Design-adaptive [Fan92]. design-based [BHT88]. Designed

[FR90, Gav78, IL94, Kie78, Mat78, SM78a, SM78b, Sim78]. Designs

[Akr90, Akr91a, AA94, AAB97, AB97, AC95c, BS91, BPS95, BDL97, CC96a, CW94c, DL92, DPW99, HYP97, Jac93, JMS97, JR96, KW96b, Ku98,
LB94a, MS92, PR93, SR96, TA90, Tho91b, Tom94, VK92, WZ97b, Wie98, CJ88, CMST88, CS89, HS89c, Hsu82, Jac89, KR84, KR88, Min87, SB81, Stu82, Vos86, Vos93, WG88, Wit88, Won84, Wu85, YBN85, dAJ86.

**Destination** [Var96], destructively [dAJ86]. **Detect** [RMS90]. **Detecting** [DR98, KR82, KR88]. **Detection** [Atk94, BSPK98, BC90, FNP95, IT94, KM96a, LPT91, LZ98, Sho93, JG83, KP83, Whi81a]. **Determination** [Fin90, JMS97, SG95b, Noe87, SG95a]. **Determine** [BHS98, Est92]. **Determining** [Fer98, Roe94, Sch94b, VB97, CC74, Cre88, NP83].

**Deterministic** [Buc95a, CMMY91, RGZ95a, RGZ95b, Sch95b, TL95, Wol95, Nyb86]. **Deterrent** [Gro90]. **Developed** [PH90b]. **Development** [FMR62, KS96]. **Developmental** [BO95, SGC95]. **Developments** [Ize91, Tsu86].

**Deviance** [CJ96, Sim89]. **Deviation** [Jen91, RC93]. **Deviation-Type** [Jen91]. **Deviations** [SB90]. **Device** [Pet92]. **Diagnosing** [Joh98b, dP98]. **Diagnosis** [Bac90, XXP93]. **Diagnostic** [CPP96, Eas94, LTW96, Llo98, QH98, SS86, SL93b, Wei95, SC85].

**Diagnostics** [AC97b, BAP95, BF97, BVT96, CP91, CJ95a, Cho92, CCL90, CHW92, CC96b, FMSP90, FM92, Fun95, GS92, HLC92, LR95b, LR92, MSH90, PY99, SC92a, Soo92, SS91b, Tho91a, Vel95, Pol84]. **dialing** [Pot87]. **dichotomies** [SO83]. **Dichotomous** [For94, Isa74]. **Dickey** [VW95].

**Dictionaries** [Hau92]. **Differ** [IW91]. **Difference** [HH90, HHS97, Lio90, MS98b, Pes93, PH90a, Hay86, MS98a, WP85, Wor3].

**Differences** [YK96, MC84]. **differencing** [Sol84]. **Different** [SKF98]. **Differential** [RG94, RV90c]. **Differentiation** [AM92]. **Diffusions** [GT98].

**digit** [Pot87]. **Digital** [FMR62]. **Diltiazem** [OMF+93]. **Dilution** [ZDL96].

**Dimension** [CL92a, Fer98, LI92, WR94, Li91]. **Dimensional** [Daw95, DDD94, GS98a, O'S90, Abr88, Dal82, NWGP84]. **Dimensionality** [Bre92, Sch94b]. **Dimensionless** [Cho93]. **dimensions** [Har87]. **diminishing** [BJM81]. **Dipoles** [RTF92]. **Direct** [ALJ99, HH96, BJM81]. **directed** [HL81, WW87a, Won87].

**Directional** [FHJ996, PML98, Pre96, FH89, FH90]. **Directions** [Coo98a, Coo98b, LI92, LI98b]. **directly** [Eri81]. **Dirichlet** [AG83, Esc94, GB98, MG97b]. **Discharge** [KR96]. **Disclosure** [BKP90, DDD94]. **discontinuous** [Gle85]. **discovering** [CF87]. **Discovery** [Bl97].

**Discrete** [BP956, BRMZR97, BD97, CR92, FW96, FL95, HH96, Tel67, BS3b, Pic87]. **Discretization** [GJR98, Moj99]. **Discretized** [DR96, Jon89, O'S91]. **discriminability** [GC82]. **Discriminant** [BC96, BS97b, Fun95, HTB94, HM97, TH82, CM84a, Fat83, HS86, Fri89, LV88, Rav89, SU74].

**Discrimination** [BK85b, FBF97, KST98, KM91a, LI96, O'N94, PR93, Rig97]. **Discussion** [CRS99, Gel94, Koe99, LS99, MS99, OH99, PM99, BF85, DG93, Efr96, Fab91, Gew82, HR84, Hol86, Hub83, LL87, LI91, Mor83, RSH93, Sha82, TW87, VSK85, WMR91, WHM85].

**Disease** [LZ98, LTP94, SK93a, SH90, SHBF94, WCXG97, WHG98, YL97]. **Diseases**
Each [BD91a, PB98]. Early [BC90, Hur85a, LZ98, NGC+95, SB90].
Equivalence  
[CC96a, CW94c, DM88c, GS94, Mun96, Wan97, BB88, Esc86, PP88].  
Equivalent  
[PWM92].  
Era  
[Ang91, Tei65].  
Ericson  
[God82b].  
Errata  
[Hal94].  
Error  
[AS90a, BD97, Bre92, BU009, BS96c, CL92a, CKLS96, CS94, CNS90, 
Efr97, EKWS91, FS95b, GMMP97, HJ92, HDG97, HTP95, JTC99, LR95a, 
Mat95, MW98a, MW98b, MT95a, MP96, MS91b, MS91c, O’N94, PR90b, 
PH90b, RW98, SR95, SB95, SC95, TDW95, WLGC98, WJ92, WW91b, AH81, 
Bha81, Efr83, Efr86b, HV86, Har85, Hay86, Kor81, Law81, Law82, Sam85a, 
Sch86a, Tar86, WK88, Wo86].  
Errors  
[Alt90, BR94b, BH98, CGL93, CH97b, 
FS95a, Feh74, HOS95, HZ90, LS95, Lin85, Now92, PSVS92, RBD93, RCL96, 
Sch94a, SK91, SS90a, SS95b, Wan98b, Wie98, BK82, Bof85, CCG85, CR98, 
CSC86, Hwa86, KOB85, KD87, Sch86a, Tsa84].  
Errors-in-Variables  
[CH97b, LS95, PSVS92, CCG85, Hwa86, Sch86a].  
Erscheinungen  
[Fur46, Gei48].  
Essay  
[Joh96a].  
Establishing  
[DMLC97].  
Estadistica  
[Tuk47a].  
Estimate  
[MZ96, BN74, CC74, Dua83, Eri81, Fer82, GA82, Haur85, Sta89a].  
Estimated  
[FS98a, GL92, KK84b].  
Estimates  
[BS97c, BH94, CH91, 
CW94a, Efr92, EKWS91, FKYZ99, HAb95, HT90, Hoo73, Hoes44a, LT96a, 
MSMP92, MY91, MS91b, MS91c, RN97, Ros93a, Sev96, SRC92, 
SR95, WC91, Atw84, BY86, GL83, Hec88, Jon89, KR86, Loe84, MZ89, 
MS88b, MS95, Rob87, SM84b, Sta89b, TS85, TT84, WES87b, Wes87a, YZ88].  
Estimating  
[Bac90, Bak98, Bal95, BR83, BB96, BBH96, BP94b, BD81b, BBC98, BPN97, 
BS88b, BF85, BF90, BF93b, BR98c, CR98, Cha88b, CL92b, CG92, DXP92, 
DA96, Efr83, Efr89, Est92, FG91, Fre94, GG87, GK90, GKB98, GR92a, 
GT91, Haa90, HS98a, HS98b, HWY99, HPS98, HW90b, HRW90, HW95b, 
HO99b, JR95, Job92, JK93, KS93, Le94, LR97c, LW90, Lou84, MEG92, 
Mil92, MPC90, Mui85, NNR95, NCDF96, O’N94, Pag90, Pat97, Pud82, 
RZ98, Raz90, RS90, RCH94, Riv98, RS93, RS82, Sch99, SMP95, ST82, Spr83, 
St87, Sto88, Tuk85, Var96, WPD98, WS89, XKP93, Yan97, YL97, ZDL96, 
Zac96, CWR88, CC83, MPS88, RC74, Sha85, SS88, TC72, WP85, daJ86].  
Estimation  
[AC97a, AR90, Ark91b, Alb97, AF97, Amr95, ASL96, AH81, AK86, AGM98, 
AI95, AGM94, AS90b, AL97, BRR92, BM85, BB96, BV96, BJ74, BM95, 
BP94b, Bin96, BG91b, BJ95b, BM70, BS96c, C91, CD91, CK92, CS90a, 
CHR94, CB94, CD93, CL95, Che94a, CS96a, Che94b, CL92, Cho93, 
CL93, CB90, CKCS93, CS94, CCB96, DDD88, DW87, DD90, Dor94, Efr97, 
Efr98, EL97, Elt96, EW95, Fah92, FJ90, Fay96b, FHTW97, Fon92, For94, 
FR90, Gh92, GKN96, GNCS98, GMPS99, GH95, God82b, GV96, GC95, 
GM94, GS93, GMCM96, Gou97, Gri94, GL96, Gier96, HMT92, Har87, HJ92, 
Has99, He90, Hoo93, HMC93, HH96, HL96, HR97, HM91, HH91, Ize91, 
JMV94, JMS96, Jud96, KP91, KT95, KP91, KP90, KA86, KA91, KS97].  
Estimation  
[KS94, LR95a, LK97, LT97, LS95, Lee96, Le83, Li95, LCG91, ...]
estimation [BHT88, Cha86, CT98, Che70, CF87, DC87, DB83, DSM8c, DL74, Dyk82, DL88, FD85, Fin83, FSS84, Fry84, FH78, FH81c, GM86a, GL87, GSS89, HM88b, HM89, HW86, Isa83, IS83, JSG88, KP87, KW82, Kre86, KSC89, Lee88, Mat83, MV85, NS93, NWGP84, OS87, Par93a, Pri74, Roy86, RS86, Ruk86, RC80, RC82, SH81, Sam93a, SM83, Sch84a, ST87, Sen74, SW80, Sha83, SW87, Sim87b, SW83, SS82b, Smo82, Spi82, Spl83, SG82, Sta94, Ste87, SZ87, Suz85, Tak81, Tam88a, TB86, TH87, Val85, VW87, WMR91, WG83, Wij85, Won83, WPSL84, Yak85, Zel86, vd87].
estimations [MSW*83].

Estimator [AML95, CKLS96, Cha91, Dor94, ES97, Fel74, GS91a, GS91b, GR92b, LK92a, LR97c, Sev96, Sit97, SM92, SO94, Tab90, WZ97a, YF90, dHY93, Ak86, Boo82, Cha84, CHL82, CH93, Cro85, DW87, DH86, FM83, GW86, Har84, JW84, Kar81, MY95, MG84, Pad86, RC81, Rup85, YF95, Yan85].

Estimators [AM92, Ber91a, BPR99, BGH93, CZ77, DS92, DS91, Eas91, FHMP96, F995b, GS91b, HW91, Ha94, Har92, Jia98, JDP94, JS97a, KBB93, KCHH93, KAT91, LR95a, Lin91, MKSB90, PR90b, Riz92, Ryu94, SW95, Sår96, Sas93, SM90a, SO94, SS90b, The99, Tin65, WR94, Zha99, VS93, BLE88, Bha85, Bi83, Boo81, BT81, CL85, Cas85, CR84, DWL87, DB83, Dha93, Esc86, Geo86, Gol83a, GHP87, HRR81, HV86, Hoe84, HT81, KH84, Kob85, Kun80, Law81, Law82, Loh86, Moo81, Nai84, O'H87, PMF88, RC81, Ruk87, SM84a, SL87, Sha89a, SW83, Sp82, Ts84, Ts86, Val87a, Wol84].

Ethnic [YK96]. Ethnicity [Joh90]. Euclidean [Vil90]. Evaluating [BC90, BSB98, MSL93, QH98, SG96b]. Evaluation [CS92b, CS90b, FM82, HZS+90, Joh90, LB94a, Luc93b, SAK90, SS95b, SHBF94, Ter94, WP99, WC91, GC82]. Event [DB97, HL96, YK96, KP83].

Events [DR96, GKB98, HMC+93, JTC99, NW97, Pep91, SH92, Sol95].

Evidence [BGH97, CH94, GCW96, LS91b, BS87, Bor87, CB87, KM83, Dia78].

Evolution [PS96]. Exact [AMP90, Agr98, BOP92, BB98, Buo90, CS98, Gle85, Gve88, Gui93, Hkr92, KA95, Koo97, MS92, Man95, MPS98, SMP95, ST92, SI95, Sp99, SK90, SW98b, SW98c, Uus83, Uus85, VHE91, WS96, HMP87, Hjo94, Mar84, MP83, MPG85, MPG86, MPS88, FH81, Wol87].

exact-approximation [Mar84]. Examination [BHB96, CW91].

Examinations [LZ98]. Example [Sta91]. Examples [GFT+93, ZT97, Sim89]. Excess [FP95, MS91a, MS95]. Exchangeable
Exemplified [Gey91, Roe90]. Exercise [Hod94]. Exhibitions [CH94]. Exist [Oak85]. Existence [LK92a, KR86]. exogenous [Spl83]. expansions [Kun80]. Expect [BD91a]. Expectations [DM97, Erk94, Joe95, WK92, TKK89]. Expected [CP91, Est92, HB86, Hab88]. Expenditure [SM90b, Zie90]. Experiment [FR90]. Experimental [AP83, EGMP93, EK93, Hoo89, Min93, PR93, Tom96, Tuk49b, dAJ86, Tuk54]. Experimentation [TW46b]. Experiments [CM93, CV95, CMMY91, DL92, Gav78, HW95a, HPS98, HH91, IL94, Kie78, Ma178, MP95, Roc92, SM78a, SM78b, SGC95, Sim78, ST92, SN90, Tom94, Ye98b, BS85, FB83, HM85, MV88, MC84]. Expert [CS95, GMD95, Ueb93, LS86]. Experts [PJT96, Agn85]. Explained [DBB+94]. Explanatory [BJB95, EF91, Jon96]. Exploration [WHGA96]. Explorative [Fri87, Sol91, Sol95, Gil86]. Exploring [Alb94, HZ98, Sam93a]. Explosive [Sol91]. Exponent [MEGN92]. Exponential [Bir54, CV92, CCL90, GW88, GPS95, Hay94, KT94b, LCG91, LM93, PSS93, Ryu93, Sl94, dCP99b, BLE88, BK85a, BK86, BM81, BB74, CCK83, Efr86a, FMD82, Has69, HL81, KT94c, MB82, MS85b, RS82, Sar87, SW80, Tad80, Tak81, TKK89, Zac86]. Exponentiality [dCP99a]. Exponentially [RP96, Ger82]. Exponentials [C90, HRW90]. Exposure [BRR92, BL93, CCG+97a, CCG+97b, Cre97, GMS97, SK93a, SF97, SCF93]. Exposure-Disease [SK93a]. Extended [Fab92, HS98b, Yan97, TT84]. extending [Hur85b]. Extension [LW90, Ryu93, Zac98, BB74, SZJ87]. Extensions [Th99]. Extra [NM98]. Extraction [CCD97, KA91, Mar86, WA83]. Extrapolation [CS94, DH91, Lav91b, SC95, Tuk52, BY88]. Extreme [HW92b, OV95, Zel93, Flu85]. 

[CS91, HH91, SR94, CB87]. frequentistic [Fin83]. Frequently [GS93].
Freshman [MH94b]. Friedman [Wit88, JH82, LV88]. Friedman-type [Wit88].
Friends [Yam90]. Frontier [GMP99, PS94a]. Full [MS96, SC96a].
Full-Information [MS96, SC96a]. Fully [AA94, OR88, Qui88, TKK99, Wei97].
Function [Bjo96, BBC98, BD93, Cha91, CZ77, CT97, FHTW97, GS93, HW99,
HMC+93, KY99, La99, Owe93, Pap96, Raz90, SW91b, WC99, YL97, BK82,
BK89, Bie83, BS86b, Cha87a, DC87, FW88, GA82, KY86, LF82, LP86, Mui85,
Pad86, Poo74, SW83, Sta89a, TT84, Yan85, de 81, de 83a].
Function-Indexed [KY99]. Functional [CT93, GRB+95, HHS97, Kun80, Sam93a].
Functional-Coefficient [CT93].
Functionals [Che94b, LC95a]. Functioning [CM91b]. Functions [AKM94, BPS96, BP94b, BS97b, BK99, BS98, CW94b, CM98, Chr99, CV92,
CM99, CU91, DS91, FW96, FHW95, FS98a, Fre94, GMP99, GH95, Han99,
HMY97, Hou95, HL96, KS93, LKCH99a, LKCH99b, Le94, LTW96, LW90,
LWT94, MS94, Muk96, NNR95, OB03, Rue95, SC99, Sla94, Ste99, SW97,
SG97, WK94, Yan97, Yan99, AP87, BK85b, De 83b, Dic83, Dyk82, FD85,
Kh81, KSY85, Nai87a, OYR86, PS82, SU74, SS88, TKK99, Val87b, Ze66].
Furlan [Gei48], Further [Tsu86]. Future [DXP92, Pol91, Hog74].

G [Sta94, Tuk47b]. Galaxies [Roe90]. Games [EGMP93], Gamma
Gaussian [MT82, BC96, Ber91a, CM97, DK97, FB83, Gu90, IS83, Kit87,
MT81, SW91a]. Gaussians [MZ96]. Gear [Mil92]. Geisser [BH88]. Gender
[YK96]. Gene [LR96, Liu94]. General [Ano98, Ano98a, BL92, Bu96,
DD94, ER86, GR96a, Go93a, Goo96, GW91, HJ92, HR94, KP81a, LLY99,
Luc93b, MY91, ML99, SC94, Vel98, Wes97b, Fin83, Gui83, HMY97,
KSC98, MB88b, Pol84, Raf87, Ric82, Ste81, SC85, Tsi82, Wes98].
Generalizable [Soo92]. Generalization [Bjo96, EM90, Mee90, MS96, VV95, Zeh88].
Generalizations [Spu88, WM91, Pot87]. Generalized [BC96, BH98, BC93, BS96c, CFWG97, CH97a, CDD98, CR94, DG99,
ES97, Fal92, FHW95, FM92, GS99, GNC98, GNS99, HS98b, HMM98,
HLC92, HN92, Ibr90, JGC95, Jia98, LR95b, LB96, LM93, MO98, Mc97,
MP96, MG97b, Neu98, Pa97, RSY93, RS94a, SMF94, Stu88, SW91b, Th90a,
TW93, Val87b, WKM93, WLMC98, We91, We93, We94, YF90, Z91,
Alb88b, Bie83, CR92, DD88, DDL87, Dye82, Efr86a, FHO87, IL91, KSC98,
Law82, Law82, Lea84, LV88, OYR86, PP88, PS86, Pud82, Rei84, WM85].
generally [Hay89]. Generated [LJK93, MO85]. Generating
[BPS96, HMY97, Mar84, Rel87, SL80]. Generation
[AP99, KR76, KP81b, KP82, SS80]. generator [Che71]. Generators
[FM82, Col87]. Genest [BH88], Genetic [HMS+90]. Geocode [GBN96].
Geographic [SS96c]. Geographically [MST97]. Geometric
[Cha96, Riv98, GHS87b, HM83]. Geometrical [HW91]. Geometry
24


DG99, HK92, HC96, Joh92, Kor81, LCG+92, MR97a, MR97b, PJT96, PS94b, Sil97, Sta91, WCG97, Wes97a, WM91, Alb88b, Goe83, HPE81. Hierarchy [SKF98]. High [CMNS99, GS98a, HM97, H9594a, LT94b, MSMP92, MH94a, RG94, Str93, WR94, YZ98, Abr88, CH93, Har81, Won82b]. High-Breakdown [CMNS99, HM97]. high-density [Har81, Won82b].

high-dimensional [Abr88]. Higher [JS97a, Min98, Mar81]. Higher-Order [JS97a, Min98]. Highly [LWY93, Sam90, Ger82]. Hildreth [Cro85].


Homogeneity [CF95, JGC95, JB92, MM93, Mit91, NC99, Qui98a, Shi91, YF90, ZC88]. Homophily [Yam90]: homoscedasticity [RA89]. Horizon [SC96a, Fox74]. Horvitz [SO94]. Hospital [SRR95]. Hospitalization [L98a]. Hot [JK93].

Houck [Cro85]. Hourly [HK93, RBD93]. Hours [RBD93]. Household [AL94, SA92]. Housing [EK89]. HRS [JS97b]. Huber [Hoa73]. Hultquist [SB81]. Human [RTP92, Tuk47b, Tuk47c]. Humans [DH83]. Hybrid [LW97, WZ97a, FMD82, Won82b]. Hybridization [ST92]. Hypercube [Owe94]. Hypercubes [Tan93, Y98b]. Hyperdimensional [Weg90].

hypergeometric [Dic83, Wal86]. Hypotheses [AA94, AAB97, BPR95, Bre90, GCW96, Hem79, KW95, LK91, LTM92, Leh93, MBR98, Rob94, Ruk93, Sil92, BS84a, Ber89, Del89, GV86, HT81, Loh85, Rog88, SS82a, TW89, WR84]. Hypothesis [AME96, BM99, BS97c, CGM82, G93, HRW90, KL97, KK84b, SSC94, SD85, SC97a, SC97b, Tom96, Tro95, Wel90b, BS87, Bor87].

Hypothesis-Testing [Wel90b].

I. [PT82, TV85]. Iain [HHM88]. Ice [BR92]. identically [CM85].


Immunologic [He91]. Impact [BHB96, BSB98, Kad90]. Imperfect [BP97, BW94, PHS94, QH98, WS98]. Implementation [MNS99, WT90b].
Implication [STR97]. Implications [BAP95, Cla96]. implicit [FJV89].
implied [HHO88]. Importance [Che94a, GR96b, Gle92, LCW98, MPS88, OB93, Per97, Zha96].
Importance-Weighted [Che94a]. impossible [Gut82]. Improper [GS99, HC96].
Improved [CS92a, DH93, FJW96, GSS89, KA95, Loh86, Ruk86, Zha99].
Improvement [NGH+95, Efr83]. Improvements [ET97, YB97]. Improving [BS97a, CJ95b, JS97b, Pea91, WC91]. Impulse [SG97].
imputing [CS86]. inadequate [Leh83]. Inadmissibility [Moo81].
Incidence [AKM94, BBH96, DXP92, Har90b, MST97, MC84]. Including [LCG91, MLRR92]. Income [DDV99, DM97, GNK96]. Incomplete [AC95b, Car94, FL92, Geb71, Ibr90, KW96b, LY93, Lit93, Liu96, CS89, MJ82, Wei83, WL84, WLW89]. inconsistent [Fer82]. Incorporating [CS95, HY86, JT97]. incorrect [Mat83]. Increase [RZ98]. Increasing [GS95]. Incubation [Bac90, DA96, HMC+93]. Independence [BBGL97, CB97, GR97a, GR97b, Goo94, KL99, OK96, Coh81, CGM83, Gro81, GSS89, KY86, Kru88, Sar89]. Independent [AC97b, GF96a, JK96, LT96b, ZM93, Krä86, SS85]. independently [HVY83]. Index [Ano97e, BVT96, CFGW97, DR91, DMLC97, GRB+95, HH96, LS93].
Individual [GBN96]. Inducação [Tuk47a]. induced [Oak89]. Industrial [TW46a, TW46b]. Industry [CRS+91]. Inequalities [Fin90, Hou95, Ber89, GJ84, Hoe63].
Inequality [Ed90, ME96, VW87, Wij85, Wol87]. Inequality-constrained [VW87]. Infarction [OMF+93]. Infection [Bac90, DLD91, DXP92, LCG+92].
Infectivity [SJ92]. Inference [AMP90, Agr98, Ahn97, AG96, AY82, BM96, BB98, BC93, Buc95a, Buc95b, BA83, CS91, CS95, Cha90, CM93, CS93, CSS89, Coh81, DF98, DM95, DRR92, DKR95, EW95, FIB90, FOS97, Fra91, GRHPS90, GT95, GM96, HR90, Hin71, Jay79, KBB93, KA95, KT94b, LWW91, LR96, LWT94, MSML97, MHS2, Mcg98, MPS98, NCC96, O'H90, PT96, Pep91, PSS93, Pic87, PWM92, Qui98b, Ra97, RGZ95a, RGZ95b, RW85, RT96a, SDW98, Sch95b, Sev94, Sev95, SN90, SW98b, SW98c, TW98a, TW98b, TL95, Var98, Vii90, Wh90, WSLP90, WS96, Wes95, Wol95, YP99, BS84b, Cha88a, CS87, FOS95, FM81, FJ89, FH82, GR93, Gui93, Hdi86, Hoo89, Hsu82, Jen86a, KT94c, LHT89, LW99, MS85a, MPS88, Mor83, RW88, Sch83a, Sve84, Tuk49b].
Inferences [CH97b, Gus96, LQT97, MT95b, RK90, SK93a, SRC92, HM83].
Infinite [Cha90]. Infinitesimal [WZ97b]. Influence [Cha90].
Least-absolute-value [Sch87a]. Leaves [Ros93b]. Left [GL96, Gui88]. Left- [GL96]. left-truncated [Gui88]. Legislative [RK90]. Lehmann [Boo82, Mun96, Ros93a]. Lemma [Li92]. Length [ME96, SS90a]. Leo [LV88]. Leonard [LF82]. Less [Bar91, BS96a]. Lessons [JS97b]. Letters [Ano99d, Ano99e]. Level [KP91, KM96a, Nin96, PM97, Tom94, CJ88, Ros89, TR87]. Levels [CO90, Fin90, GC95, LRR91, SKF98, YKB97, PH81]. Leverage [EM92, Fun93, RV90a, RV90b, SC92b]. Liberal [Moo98, Riv86]. lieu [APS81]. Life [BM92, Zuc98, FMD82, Ger82, HPP86, Kar87, MS85b, O'N84, SS82a, Tak98]. Life-testing [MS85b]. Lifetime [CH95a, Suz85]. Lifetimes [HH92]. like [WF82]. Likelihood [AC97a, AF97, AS90b, Ber91b, Bje96, Bre90, CM93, CJ96, Chi95, CM98, DF98, DKR95, Eas91, Efr92, FHW95, For94, Fra91, GW88, Gey91, Hal95, HL98, HMY97, Hum94a, Jen91, KBB93, KT95, KAT91, KS94, LK97, LT97, Lat91c, LR96, LK92a, Li95, LQT97, Luc93b, MBL98, Man95, MC94, MC97, Mur95, MRR95, Owe95, PO94, RH96, Sas93, Sev91, She93, SW86, SW91a, TL97, VM96, Wan96, WM98, WZ97a, Yas95, Atw84, Bha85, BS83b, CR82, CS90a, Cha84, Con89, De 8b, Dyk82, DL88, FD85, Fer82, Fra84, Fry84, GH86, HB86, Jun96, KW85, KC93, KM83, LLS87, Lin85, Pra81, Pra82, SM83, SM84a, Sch84a, SL87, SS94, Spr83, Sta89a, Sta94, TC72, TH87, TZ81, WR84, Wij85, Won82a, Won83, WPSL84]. Likelihood-Based [Hum94a, Sta89a]. Likelihoods [Efr96, Gel96, Geo96, Mor96, Rei96, ST96, TR95, SC85]. Likely [BS96a]. Limacon [BCH95]. Limit [WBB93]. Limitations [AKr91a]. Limiting [KS94, LS97, MBR98]. Limits [LPT91, SW97, VHE91, Bly86, Cla87a, Ger82]. Linder [TW52]. Lindley [DAW82, Sha82]. Line [Nau65, JV85, TV85]. Linear [AC95c, BF97, BC96, BH98, BC93, Buo96, BS96c, CFGW97, CH97b, CTC96, CM84a, CB97, CZ77, Coo79, CD98, DG99, DM93, DM96, Efr99, EMM95, ES90b, Fah92, FG94, FG95, FH95, FS95a, FK99, For92, Fun95, GS99, GNS98, GLG92, GH94, HS93, HM98, HJ92, HM97, HLC92, HC96, Hoff92, Hoo93, Hös94a, Iba90, JCC95, JMS97, Jia98, Jon96, KL96, KS96, KT95, KP81a, LR95b, LHY93, LS95, LW92, LB96, Liu96, LJ93, Luc93b, MH94a, MKSB90, Mat83, MC97, MT95b, MG97b, MLRR92, Neu98, Now92, Per97, PML98, RH97, Ric97, Riv98, RFB97, SC92a, Sch88, SB97, Sha93, SU74, SK91, SS91a, SIL92, SRC92, SH78, SW91b, SL93b, Th90a, Vel98, VL96, WLY93, WLC99, We95, WM91, WEST91, YJ98, ZL95, ZMN93, AL88b, AP87, BLE88]. Linear [BK82, BS84a, Ber89, Boo86, BM70, CR92, CC74, Cha84, Che70, CSS89, DP89, DH93, DL88, Efr84, Efr86a, Es86, FW88, Fin83, Fnu85, Gew82, Gew84, Gol83a, HB86, HVY83, HM83, IL91, KH94, KK84a, Kaa98, KCS93, Koa85, Koe86, KP87, Kor81, LD87, Kin80, KSC99, LQ85, LP86, LT88, LB94c, LB94d, MH90, MBS8a, NM83b, Nyb86, O'G82, OH87, OYR86, Ole85, PS86, Pol84, Rav89, Re84, RC81, RC80, RC82, SH81, Sam85b, Sch87b, TT86, Uus83, WHM85, WM80, WM81, W90, ZK91].
Linearization [CJ95a, CJ95b]. linearly [Moo81]. Lines [APR92, ES90a, Mad59, Spu99, Sch87a, SB81, TV85]. Link [CL92a, CW94b, CM98, McC98, TW98a, TW98b, Var96, Var98]. Linkage [BR95, Har81]. Linked [BD91b]. Linking [NFL92]. Liouville [RS94a].

Liquidity [HT97c]. Literacy [Wal93]. Little [Bre92]. Liver [SH90]. Local [AC97a, CRW98, CNF95, DBB+94, FG94, FHW95, FHMP96, GR96b, Gus96, Haa95, LNL95, MS98b, RSW95, Rup97, SG96a, Sta89b, TH87, YJ98, HB88, MS98a, Müll87, Sam85a]. Localized [AM92]. Locally [BGH93, FKY99, Gy86, SS96a, rR98, BM83]. Locating [CG97]. Location [Ber91a, Eas91, Hao73, O'H90, PR90a, WR94, Boo81, CC83, Die82, Esc86, MH82, Mor86, Par93a, Swe84, TB86, Tay85, WP85]. location-scale [CC83, Swe84]. Log [FK99, GH94, KY99, Yan97, DL88, FW88, FHO87, Kor81, Ole85, Pra81, Pra82]. Log-Linear [FK99, GH94, DL88, FW88, Kor81, Ole85]. Log-Rank [KY99, Yan97, FHO87]. Logarithmic [CL96]. Logical [Wes97b, Wes98]. Logistic [AL94, BL93, CWW95, CRS+91, CS90b, Efr88, FLZ96, For92, Gey91, KM91a, O'N94, ST99, CR96, KM91b, MS98a, Mul87, Sam85a]. Logistic-Normal [CS90b]. Logit [MH94b, Soo92]. Lognormal [Haa90, BM70, Ruk86, SS85]. Long [LR97b, Luc93b, Ben83, Riv86]. Long-Range [LR97b]. Long-tailed [Ben83, Riv86]. Longest [Lou96]. Longitudinal [BF97, CCC96, DS97a, DL95, GB97, HZ98, KC96, LCG+92, LL97a, PC97, PH98, Sch96, Seg92, SBD97a, SBD97b, SL98b, SC97c, TCS94, TDW95, WCH98, ZLRS98, CR89]. Longleaf [RC94]. Look [APR92, BRB76, Shu97, Sti88]. Lorelogram [HZ98]. Lorenz [KM96b]. Loss [BL93, Rue95, AP87, Zel86]. Lost [DB97]. Lottery [Ang91, JK93]. Low [LT94b, RG94]. Low-Dose [RG94]. Lower [BF90, CS96b, Del89, Sat95, Kim86, WF82]. Lupus [AME96]. Lyapunov [MEG92].

Markov-dependent [Sch83b, CLWZ95]. Markovian [Krz87, LNL99].
Martingale [Bro97, Gil84]. Masking [BK85a, BK86]. Mass [DMLC97, MS91a, MS95].
Match [BR95]. Matched [Dah90, FS95b, HHS97, Tam95, WG88]. matched-pairs [WG88].
Mathematical [BR92, Dia78, McP42]. Mating [Shu97]. Matrices [CD91, CD95, GL92, RB92, XLR91, Kar81, Wor74]. Matrix [CL96, CD96, GS91a, HW90a, LKC97, Sch91b, ZT97, Boi86, BK84, CLNL87, Che70, Dwy67, Mar64, Mat83, McC82, WA67]. Matrix-Logarithmic [CL96]. Matter [CH94]. Maturation [AHB97]. Max [KSW92, MZ98].
Maximal [Ter90]. maximin [Gas85]. Maximized [BB94]. Maximizing [VK92]. Maximum [AF97, AS90b, BS83b, Cj96, Dyk82, Eas91, Efr92, FD85, For94, Fry84, GW88, Gey91, GJP96, HB86, Hab95, KBB93, KW85, KT95, KAT91, KS94, LSL87, LT97, LK92a, Mau95, McC94, McC97, MN99, MRv97, Nat65, RH96, Sas93, SM83, Sev91, She93, SW91a, WZ97a, Atw84, Bha85, CR82, Cha84, DL88, Fer82, GH86, Hay86, Lin85, SM84a, Sch84a, SL87, Spr83, TC72, TZ81, Wij85, Won82a, WPSL84].
Maxwell [Bro92]. May [GS95]. McCracken [Gol63]. Mean [AS90b, Che95, Che94b, GS95]. Means [ALM97, BHS98, BM96, Cvo97, Esc94, FNP95, Fon92, HH90, HHS97, Kun90, Laut92, MM93, PC97, RV98, SP91, SC97c, BD88, BB88, Ber89, BA83, Col81, Cre82, DB83, GL87, HG81, Hay89, HT81, Lin74, Mal82, Mar64, SI85, Tsu86, YZ88, dJdWW88]. Measure [EL90, Hua97, MKSB90, ELR87, SS85].
Measured [HT95, TD95]. Measurement [Bu90, Bu96, BS96c, CL92a, CKLS96, CS94, Efr97, FS95b, GMP97, Gew82, Gle92, HDG97, JTC99, Jho90, MW98a, MW98b, RW98, Sho93, SK91, SB95, SC95, WLGC98, PT82, Rei82, Sch86a, WK88]. Measurement-Error [MW98a, MW98b, RW98].
Measures [Agr97, Con92, HZ96, JD91, Kus98, LD92, LY93, LT96b, OR96, Con89, HW86, LD91].
Meta- [Si97]. Meta-Analysis [DPWH99, LB94b]. meteorological [HW94].
Method [Akr90, BR95, BO97, CCD97, CV95, Cra94, Dwy45, Eas94, Efr92, ET97, GKK91, Goo96, Gon97, GW91, HW91, HRW90, Ho95, KP91, LB93, Lou96, OR98, Pap96, PF91, Pes93, Rag93, RH96, RB90, SC97a, SC97b, S97, SMP95, Tr09, VY80, WS94, YL97, YP92, Zuc98, CMS76, CMS87, Dua83, DL74, HS89a, Jay79, KY86, KP81b, KP82, Loh85, Mar84, MU49, NP83, Pud82, Ric82, Sch81, Sch82, Sii84, Spl83, TC72, Won82b, YF95]. Methoden [TW52]. Methodological [WHGA96]. Methodology [SHBF94, Tuk79b, BD88]. Methods [AB97, AGM94, Atk94, BOP88, BOP92, BBGL97, Bir54, BBH94, Bre92, BPS95, CG92, DM93, DM89, Efr96, Fer98, FHJW96, Gel96, GC91, Geo96, Goo96, GLT92, Gra92, Haa90, HT97a, HT97b, HWY99, HA94, Hig98, Jon96, KO96, LKM98, LK91, LT96b, LC98a, LC98b, MSH90, Mor96, NP95, NGG97, O'S91, Por7, Rei96, Seg92, ST96, She97, SW90, SG96b, SC80, SHH78, SHGL96, Yas95, Zie90, AG97, AG95, Alb88b, Am74, CC83, Con89, DJK87, DH83, FM81, HB86, HA95, Hur85b, JV85, KR88, Kin85, Law87, LL81, Lou84, Müll87, NWGP84, O'G82, RW85, Ros99, SS80, SL80, Stu56, TV85, WP85, Tuk49a]. metric [Fur46, Gei48]. metrische [Fur46, Gei48]. Metropolis [LR97c]. Microdata [BP90]. Microscopy [QTC96]. Migraine [DPWH99]. Min [KSW92, MZ92]. min-max [MZ92]. Minimal [AP99, PHS94]. Minimax [Am95, Hee88, Hub83, Nai87a, Sam81, Sob91, Wie98, vd87, Cas85, Geo86, Sam85a, Sch87b, Wat87]. minimization [YZ88]. Minimum [Bet89, Boo81, CCB96, Har92, Ryu94, Sie93, Sim87b, Ste87, TB86, Ame74, BN74, Dha93, IS83, WPSL84, de 81, de 83a]. Mining [Ye98a]. Minorization [Ros95b, Ros95c]. MINQUE [Pri74, Wes87]. MINQUE-type [Wes87b]. Miracles [Kru88]. misallocation [CM84a]. Misclassification [AH897]. Misclassified [GW90]. Mismeasured [PF91]. Misregistered [CHR94]. Missing [AS90b, Che94b, CLWZ95, Efr94, Jon96, KLW94, Lit92, Pai97, RR95, RR95, LRS97, SKF98, WSJ92, WWZ97, CS86, KA86, SS86, Sto86, Wit88]. Missing-Data [SKF98]. Missingness [CC96]. Misspecification [CH92]. Misspecified [GL92, KX95, Whi81a]. Misspecifying [BL93]. misweighted [Cre82]. Mitofsky [Pot87]. Mitofsky-Waksberg [Pot87]. Mixed [BH98, BC93, BD92, BD91b, GS91a, HG97, HC96, Jia98, Lau92, LB96, MS92, Mc97, MPCB95, MG97b, Ric97, VL96, WLGC98, Wee91, ZDL96, ZLRS98, Bro83, KH94, LB94e, SH81, ST82, SB81, SM94]. Mixed-Effects [HDG97, MPCB95, VL96, ZDL96, LB94e, LB94d]. Mixing [CP96, Gou97, HR90, LK92b, MZ96, vd87]. Mixture [Cra94, CCB96, HRW90, LMR96, LR92, Lit93, MR97a, MR97b, O'S93, Roe94, RCL96, Ws97a, WC92, TC72, WPSL84, ZS88]. Mixtures [BR94a, EW95, Joh92, LB93, MZ96, PJT96, Pri94, RW97, AG83, Has69]. Mixtures-of-Experts [PT96]. MLE [LK92]. Mobile [Sam90]. Mode [Erk94, Fah92, Hsf97, RC74]. Model [Agr97, AP99, AMCS98, AC97b, AL99, AL95, BAP95, BP96, Bol95, BO95, BZ99, BD92, Buc95a, Buo96, BD93, Bur94, CM97a, CKLH92, CPP96, CW91, CGM98a, CGM98b, CLT96].
CLM93, CDP96, CLWZ95, CHW92, Cro95, DwSH94, DR98, DSM98, DM96, Eas94, ES97, ES90b, FG99, FBF97, Gel94, GHCF94, GLG92, GS98b, GS93, GR92a, HJ92, HLC92, HN92, Hös94a, HR97, HM91, Joh94, Kit98, KKT98, KP81a, LRM96, LK92a, Lin91, LCG91, MR94, Mer94a, Mer94b, MR97a, MBR98, MPCB95, MR97b, MRvdV97, Pap96, PS94a, Peñ98, Perf97, Pie87, PJ94, PH90a, PHS94, PR93, PHL98, QH98, RGZ95a, RGZ95b, RMH97, Ric97, RFB97, RT96b, RP96, Ryu94, SW95, Sam90, Sas93, Sas97, SDW98, Sch95b, SB97, SLS97, Sha93, Sha96, SK91, Sil92, ST99, SH90. **Model** [SA92, Ste94, SW98a, SGF98, SW91b, TCS94, TL95, VL96, WKY93, WR95, WJ92, Wo95, WM91, WEST91, WCH98, Yam92, YP99, YR95, Yas95, Ye98a, Zha92, Zha98b, ZWBB96, Alb88b, BJ74, Bin82, BS83b, BHT88, BA83, CR82, CSS89, CS87, DD88, Dla82, Dha93, EH87, Fat83, FW88, FJV89, Fin83, FB83, Fry84, Gil84, GC82, GHP97, Har84, Hee88, HM83, HT82, Hj904, IF92, Kar81, KD87, LP86, LT88, LW89, MJ82, MH82, MSW+83, NM83b, PH86, Ral87, Rei84, RC80, RC82, Sch86a, Sch88, SM84b, Spl83, TT86, VSK85, Wan89, Wat87, Wei84, WM80, WM81, Wol87, YD84, dJ89]. **Model-based** [DR98, BHT88, Wat87]. **Modeling** [AME96, AHB97, AL94, BB90, BD97, BS84b, CPS92, CH95a, CNF95, CM97c, CCC96, DLD91, FOS95, Fyg97, GMD95, GB96, GS90b, GRB95, Gri90, HMM98, HYP97, Heid, HOLDG98, LA94, LMR96, LCMA92, LS91a, LR97b, Lit95, M94b, ML94, NGC95, NT95, O097, PC97, PS94a, Pol91, SA92, SC97c, TB81, Tsa98, TSW95, Ueb93, WB96, Agr83, FS98b, HW94, Kit87, LLE89, Tsa89, WL89, Tuk79a]. **Models** [AC97a, AR90, Ahm97, AC97b, AS90a, AI95, AC95c, BF97, BR94b, BC96, BL93, BBGL97, BH98, BDR92, Bre90, BC93, BR98a, BR98b, BD91b, BH97, BS96c, CD91, CMW97, CS90a, CKLS96, CFGW97, CH95a, CR92, CL95, CH97b, CT93, CWY97, CR98, Cho92, CB97, CM91a, Coo91, CCL90, CS94, CW97, CDD98, Cox95, CS90b, Cro97, CNS90, CC96, DG99, DM93, DR96, Dea92, DB97, DH99, F92, FT94, FW96, FG95, FHW95, FZ98, FOS97, FL95, FLZ96, GW88, GH390, GS99, GNSC98, GL92, GH94, Gri94, Gu90, Hab95, HS93, HKS08, HMM98, HW92a, HZ96, HK92, HR94, HGD97, HC96, Hoo93, HH96, HW95b, HS94, Hum94a, Ibr90, JGC95, Jia98, JTC99, Joh92, KJS94, KP97, KL96, K96, KPR91, Kne98, Koo97, LK97, LR95b, Lan96, LCG92]. **Models** [Lan98, Lan92, LMR96, LS95, LR97a, LB94b, LT98, LB96, LCG91, LR92, LL97b, Lit82, LW91, Lit93, LNL95, Lju93, LJK93, MR94, MO98, MH94a, MS92, Man95, MC97, MS96, MG97b, MLRR92, NM98, Neu98, NP95, Niu96, Now92, OR98, OKS97, OR92, PB94, PJT96, Pet92, PWM92, PML98, Qu98b, RMH97, RS98, RG93, Riv98, RRZ95, RR95, RK96, SL93a, Sch96, SGC95, SS94, She93, SS91a, Sh97, SSH78, SL98a, SS91b, Sta91, SKF98, SB95, Ste90, SW91a, SHGL96, TR97, Ter94, Tho90a, Tsa98, Vil90, Wak96, WB96, WLGC98, WW98, Wan98b, Wee91, WJ92, WCR94, Wes95, Wes97a, Whi89, WHG98, Wie98, Yam92, YJW95, ZDL96, ZLRS98, ZL95, ZM93, dCP99b, Abr88, ACK87, AH81, Bae89, BK82, BK85a, BT81, BM70, BY86, CR84, Che70, Cla87b]. **models** [Cla89, Clo82, CM86, DM88b, DP89,
moderate

Modiﬁcation [Dav82, GR81]. Modiﬁcations [Gol83a].

Modiﬁed [Joh78, Qu89b, Shu97, HPE81, SW82, Won83]. Modular [TFP90]. Modulus [FM82]. Molecular [SRSD94]. Moment [CTC96, LRR91, CKC83, HHO88]. Moment-Based [LRR91]. Moments [Ak88, HRW90, HL97, LB93, SC94, Mar81, TC72, TK86]. Monetary [PH90a]. Monitoring [GS90b, HOS95, Yas95]. Monotone [BS97b, GMPS99, HS98c, Lee96, MS94, VS93, DR83]. Monotonic [AH97, SS97]. monotonicity [Fin93]. Monte

Morphology [BR92, FR99]. Mortality [AS90a, DMLC97, GWG90, HLC92, LCM92, OM8+93, SK91]. Mosaic [Fri94], most [BM83]. Motion [PC96, Riv98, Ste94]. Motorcycle [Wei92].

Move [Sch99]. mover [Fry84]. mover-stayer [Fry84]. Moving [BD92, Haa90, LL97b, RP96, SL93a, TR97, Tel67, YR95, Spi83]. Moving-Average [LL97b]. MR [BK86, Bor87, BC82a, CMS87, Cla89]. DD82, Fab94, FH81a, FH81c, HG83, JTB81, Kot89, KP82, Krz81, Law82, MW82, Mac87, MT82, MS95, NS86, Pra82, Rin85, RC82, Sch82, SG95a, Wee94, Wes98, WM81, WHi92, YM86, de 83a]. MSE [Fel74], much [Ruk87]. Multi [Fri94]. Multi-Model [MS94]. Multichannel [BO97, O'S93]. Multiclinic [BP95]. multicomponent [BJ74].

Multidimension [CS93]. Multidimensional [BPL97, DL92, Lav91a, CG84, Yan84]. multifactor [JK98]. Multilevel [MH94b]. Multimodal [OB93, CKC83]. Modularity [MS91a, MS95]. Multinomial [CMW97, Eub97, GJP96, He90, HLC92, NM98, OR92, RMS90, SC95b, Ala84, CD89, DKM089, FS87, Hab82, Hoe84, Lee87, SG95a, Zel87]. multinomials [CG82, Sim86]. Multiparameter [AC97a, GV86].

Multiparty [Ge89, Mer94a, Mer94b]. multiperiod [HH088]. Multiple [Agn85, At94, BRMR97, BPR95, Bin89, Bo85, BS91, Bre98, BS94, CRS+91, CC96a, Diet3, DT92, EH83, EH84, Fin90, GKL98a, GKL98b, GB98, GCW96, HW90a, HS93, HR90, HL94, Ho99, Jon96, Jud98, Kad98, Kun90, LTM92, LRR95, LL96, LNL95, MZ97, MF96, MP96, PB98, Pen97, Pep91, RS86, Rub96a, SC97a, San98, SC97b, SMF94, SLS97, Ski91, SL93b, Tom96, Tro95, Wes97b, Wes98, Yar90, Zha98a, Ali89, BB88, BF85, CS85, CT98, CSS99, Ch97, DG93, Fin93, Fli84, Gew82, HS98a, HE83, IS87, M85, MR87, Nai87a, Nai87b, Rin83b, Tam81, TBS91, U885, Wai86, Wit88, Wool87].

Multiple- [HL94]. multiple-design [CSS89]. multiple-system [CT98].
Multiplicative [FM82, Hwa86, MJ82]. Multiplicity [HB99, CSC86].
Multiply [LRR91, CC74]. Multiprocess [Bol95]. Multirater [Joh96a].
MultiSample [JSKK98]. Multistate [Sch99]. Multivariate [Agr97, AR90, AA94, BL92, BDR92, BF93a, Bu90, BS98, CD91, Cha96, CM97b, DM93, EM90, Fab92, FOS97, FLZ96, Ful96, GW98, GR96b, Gle92, GR92a, HMO97a, HMO97b, Hou95, Joe95, JSKK98, KST98, KL96, KP90, LA94, Lan96, LK92a, LS91a, LT98, LW92, LB93, Lt93, LS93, Liu95, Liu96, MZ97, ME96, MFS84, ML94, MLRR92, Now92, OV95, PR99a, PML98, Rei82, Rigg7, RR95, RW96, Ros89, RV90a, RV90b, RP96, SBS94, Sch86b, Sie93, Sob91, SL98a, Tan94, The93, Th091b, Tsa98, Vel95, WH98, WR94, BS83b, BS84b, BA83, CH83, CSS89, Dav82, Dw96, GH88, Gj84, HVY83, Joe89, JW88, KM96b, LZ98, MY95, MO88, NS83, NS86, Ols74, Ran89, Rei84, SS85, SW89, Spu88, SW86, SZJ87, SM81, TB86].
multivariate [VW87, WL84, WLW89, Wri83]. Multivariate-t [ME96].
multiway [Clo82]. Multiyear [CLY92]. Myocardial [OMF+93].
mysticetus [RZ98].

N [Tuk49a, Tuk52]. Nadir [DMLC97]. Names [NFL92]. National
[CM91b, CH94, GS98b, HZS+90, MSML97, Sta91, ZT97]. Natural
[GP95, KO95, Sl94]. Naturwissenschaftler [TW52]. Near
[Cha90, Chr91, MNS99]. Near-Integrated [Cha90]. Nearest
[BR98c, Sch86b]. Nearly [YBN85, BHT88, Cha88a, Vos86]. need [Ira81].
Needed [LS91b, SM90b]. Negative [Mar88, GA82, SM84b]. Neighbor
[BR98c]. Neighborhoods [Pre96]. neighbors [Sch86b]. Nephritis [AME96].
Nerve [Bri92]. ness [Hj94]. Nested [BR98a, BR98b, FZ98, KW95, Kue98, Lan98, Mar92, NG94, RS98, Sas97, WV98, Wj92, Yas95, MB88b, WR84].
nesting [Ros89]. Net [PJ94]. Network [BH97, Cox95, Mc98, NT92, TW98a, TW98b, Var96, Var98, Whi89, Fab94, MP83, Whi92]. Networks
[HD97, SI90]. Neumann [Bar82]. Neural [HD97, PJ94]. Neuroanatomy
[DLB91]. Neurological [Wes97a]. Never [GBK98]. Newton
[Sol95]. No [BZ99, Raz90, YKB97, BK86, BN74, Bor87, BC82a, CMS87, Cla89, DD82, Fab94, FH81a, FH81c, HG83, JTB81, Kot89, KP82, Krz81, Law82, LB94c, MW82, Mac87, MS98a, MPG86, MT82, MS95, NS86, Pra82, Rin85, RC82, Sch82, Sim87a, SG96a, Sta94, TA89, We99, Wes98, WM81, Whi92, YM86, de 83a]. No-Observed-Adverse-Effect [YKB97]. Noisy
[FHTW97, GC95, Joh94, Pre96]. Nomination [KS93, BS86b]. Non
[DF98, HH91, RRS98, SM92, Gu90, Kit87]. Non-Bayes [Goo92].
Non-Bayesian [HH91]. Non-Gaussian [Gu90, Kit87]. Non-ignorable
[RR98]. Non-iid [SM92]. Non-parametric [DF98]. Non-response
[RR98]. Nonadditivity [GH90]. nonanticipative [Gut82].
Nonavailability [PMW93]. Noncentral [WK94]. Noncentrality [Ole85].
Nondetects [LPT91]. None [Bak98]. Nonequivalent [BS96a].
Nonhomogeneity [Pri96]. Nonhomogeneous [KY96]. Nonignorable
Noninformative [CW93, DG95, MV91]. Nonlinear [CP92, CKLS96, CM93, CJ95a, CJ95b, CW90, CCL90, GW88, GR96b, GP92, Hei97, HDG97, LS95, LS91a, MPCB95, Niu96, OKS97, SA92, SC92b, SR92, Str93, TA94a, Val85, Vid98, BT81, Cla87a, Cla87b, Cla89, Eub86, Kar85, RW85, Shi84, TA94b, WA83, Wim81a]. **Nonlinearity** [LR97b].

Nonlinearly [EL97]. nonmetric [Rav89]. Nonmonotone [SV93]. Nonnegative [Rol94, WM98, KR86]. Nonnegligible [SS99]. nonnested [Efr84]. Nonnormal [CPS92, WBB93, MT81, MT82]. Nonnormalities [LM93]. nonnormality [Dav82, WM80, WM81]. **Nonnull** [CM91a]. Nonorthogonal [GN82]. Nonparametric [AA94, AAB97, AB97, AF97, AC95a, AD90, BRR92, BZ92, BW92, BPS95, BDM97, CS85, CDW93, CDD97, Che94b, Cho92, CF87, DN98, EL97, ES90b, ES93, Fan92, FG95, FHM96, GR97a, GR97b, GMCM96, Gou97, GL96, Gui83, HH90, HW91, HT97a, HT97b, HP88, HMC+93, Ize91, Jay96, JMV94, KR88, KS94, LT97, LK92b, Li95, LCWH97, MZ96, MEGN92, MN93, MS94, Nyc91, NGH+95, Owe95, PO94, PF91, Por97, Qu89a, Raz90, Rup97, SG92, SC94, SK97, SL98b, Sto89, Su85, TFF90, TA94a, TA94b, Tuk79a, Wan91, WS94, WR95, WC99, WG83, WZ97a, WK98, Yak85, ZDL96, Zha96, Zha99, BH88, Cro74, Die82, Dua83, HB88, JSG88, LQ55, Len88, Mül87, Noc87, Rom88, Sam93a, ScH88, ST60, SW87, Ste81, TS85, TJW88, Yan85]. Nonparametrics [SCCF93]. nonpositive [TKK89]. Nonrandom [Ros95a]. Nourandomly [DS97a, GB97, LL97a, SBD97a, SBD97b]. Nonresponse [Con92, Kot94, PB94, Sta91, AG85, Lit82, RS86, Smo82]. nonstandard [SL87]. nonstationarity [Cre88]. Nonstationary [Ada98, AR90, CZ77, GM94, Ko97, Qu98b, Rol94, SG92, WPK99, YR95, BA83, Cha88a, Kit87, TT84]. nontrivial [Pic87]. norm [Ste87]. Normal [AL94, BH96, CCL90, CS90b, Cro97, Esc94, GHRPS90, Gle93, Hon95, Joe95, KM91a, Kun90, Lie94, LB93, Luc93a, OV95, OR92, Pes93, Rig97, Rol94, Sie93, SY95, WM98, dCP99a, Ber89, CH83, Che71, DB83, H81, Hjo94, Hod87, Hoo89, KR76, Len88, LP86, Mal82, Mar64, Mar65, Ruk87, Sin86, Si85, SW86, Stu56, TC72]. normal-theory [Hoo89]. Normality [BG91a, BF93a, BH96, Cro74, LaR86, VJ88]. Normals [Roe94, RW97]. Norms [BM96]. Northeast [Sas97]. Northern [Sol91]. Note [Dor94, Hur85a, Kot94, BN74, CL85, CW85, Eub86, Eul84, HG82, HG83, Mar81, Won83]. Notion [Cha96, CS96a]. Notions [L87]. Nuissance [BG91a, BB94, CW93, LK91, SI96, TW89]. null [BS87, Bor87, Del89]. Number [BBC98, BF93b, CL92b, FM82, Gav78, GC95, HSH98a, HW90a, HL97, Kic78, Mal78, PMW93, Roe94, SM78a, SM78b, Sim78, Vel98, Wil50, Che71, Col87, JR85, KOS85, PFV89, Wal86]. Numbers [Ben83, Gag43, JK93, KO95, LCG+92, Cas85, Ett92, Pea61]. numerical [BHS81]. Numerically [GL79]. Nursing [KR96]. Nutrient [KS94, MN93].

O [Bor87, DH91, lav91b]. O-Ring [DH91, lav91b]. O. [Bue82]. Objective
Objects [LJK93]. oblique [WR84]. observation [Zeh88].


Operating [Llo98]. Operations [McP42]. Opinion [GMD95]. opinions [LS86]. Optical [HYP97]. Optimal [BD89, BS85, Bly93, BCH95, CH88, CM93, CMST88, CW94c, DD81, DD82, Ede90, EK93, FE88, GLG92, GV96, Gri94, HTB94, HTP95, JMS97, KM91a, KP91, KPR91, Kus98, Min87, MP95, Par93b, Ros84a, SC96a, Spe85, Tan95, Tom94, Wan97, BF85, Bro81, GV86, HRR81, HPE81, LP86, Sin86, Stu82]. Optimality [BHS81, KW97, God82b, Jac89, Tar87]. Optimization [MLMT94, SS82b]. Optimum [AC95c, Fin90, GS97, HHH92, HYP97, MS88a, MS92, HHM88]. optional [Mar88, Sha83]. options [Ros84a]. Order [ACK87, AP99, DM95, Ede90, GT91, JS97a, MM93, Min98, MT95b, NSS97, Par96, QN98, RG93, RH96, Sch96, Shi91, Wan95, Zel93, Bha81, BHS81, HMM88a, HG82, HG83, Lee87, Ra87, RW85, Ros42, Sol84, Vos86, WR84, Zac86, de 81, de 83a].

Order-Constrained [MM93]. Order-Restricted [MT95b, NSS97, ACK87, WR84].

Amp [AC95b, BM96, Cro95, DS97a, de97, EGG97, FT94, GB97, GM96, Hay90, JSKK98, LL97a, LGWC93, RK96, SBD97a, SBD97b, BS86a, Clo82, Dyk82, FD85, Gro81, KR84, Nai87c, Sim74, Tak81]. Ordering [AG96, DCR95, Muk96, Pan97, RS93, Wan96, Fra84, SW89]. Orderings [DF98, PW96]. orders [CJ88]. Oradeshook [Bow87]. Ordinal [AHD97, BZ99, CCC96, GKR88, Goo94, HZ96, Joh96a, KSW92, KC96, ML94,
ORKL95, Agr83, CD89, Sar89]. ordinary [Chr87, DP89, PP88]. organ
[Cho74]. Organizing [Kit98]. oriented [Sch83a]. Orthogonal
[AM92, CB80, Mar92, Rol94, Tan93, WW91a, Ye98b, BK85b, DH86, Vos86]. Orthogonalization [SG97]. Orthogonalized [CDP96]. Oscillation [KO96].
Other [BD91a, Bre92, Bre90, CS92a, SAK90, WM91, DH83]. Our [Wal93].
Out-Patients [TFAH94]. Outcome [FL95, GM96, VK92]. Outcomes
[BRMZR97, CR92, DVC99, LMR95, LR97a, RRZ95, RRS98, SRR95]. Outer
[Wal93]. Outlier
[Bra90, BS98, Cha86, CLM93, GR92b, PY99, Pet92, HIT86, Sim87].

Outliers [A97, BWC98, Fun93, HS93, Jen86b, LMR96, LRM96, MZ94, O'H90, RW96, Ry99a, Ry99b, BK85a, BK86, DG93, GH87a, Mar88]. Output
[Ch95, DR91]. Overdispersion [Deca92, Ehr92, GS92, LR95b]. overparameterized [Sha86].

Oversmoothed [TS85]. Ozone
[CCG97a, CCG97b, Cre97, GMS97, NT95, Niu96, SF97].

P [BC82a, Hoa73, Oak85]. P. [VT85]. Pain [PH98]. Paired
[AD90, FT94, LLE93, Alb88a, Wei83, WP85]. Paired-Comparison [AD90].
pairing [dJGM83]. Pairs [Da90, WG88]. Pairwise
[Hay89, HS89e, HVS84, SI85]. Panel [GH94, HT97c, LI98a, KL85]. Panels
[PSS99]. Paper [Ano98d, MT94]. Paradigms [Fay96a, Ina95]. Paradox
[He90, Sam98, God82a, SPI82, HS92, KMT99, Mit91, Sha82]. Paradoxes [Han92].
Parallel [Weg90, Bro81]. Parameter
[BB94, CD95, Che90, EL97, Erk94, GTS92, GCM96, K97, Lav91a, Lin91, NT92, O'H90, Sev91, SZJ87, SW98a, Th091a, Ye93, BDS1b, Cha88a, Cla97, CC93, CW85, DM88c, FMD82, Lin85, LR87, Lon84, Moo81, Mor86, Oma81, Par93a, SM83, SW80, Sl84, Zac86]. parameter-effects [CW95].

Parameterizations [GPS95, Sl94, W93]. Parameters
[BM91a, CLM93, CW93, FS95b, GT91, HHH92, KT95, K91, Pag90, Pol91, RTF92, Sl96, Sob93, Str93, W92, Y95, ACK87, HHH88, Lee87, MS85a, Nyb89, Ole85, ST82, Sha85, SY84, Spi82, Spr83, TC72, TTT84, TW89].

Parametric [CW94b, CS94, DN98, HHH98, HR94, Li96, Mei94, Mor83, NM98, YK96, DF98, FJ89]. parent [Ben83]. Pareto
[AP89a, BTV96, CH97a]. part [Mat83, Ak91a]. Partial
[AM92, CDD98, DS97b, Gar94, GMD95, GF96b, Gru92, Sasa93, Hog74].
Partially [AR90, BM96, CGFW97, GT98, Q98, Qu98b, Rol94, YR95].
Participation [BD97]. Particle [PS99]. Particular [GK93, Mui85].
Partition [Cro97, GS97, Gut74]. Partitioning [Lam96, APS81]. Partitions
[POH97]. Partly [PC97, SC97c]. Partner [SJ92]. Party
[Ge94, Mer94a, Mer94b]. Parzen [Tuk79a]. Pascal [BCH95]. Past [Pol91].
Path [ME96]. Paths [ASL96, Jio96b]. Patient [SRR95]. Patients
[KR96, LI98a, TFAH94, TDW95]. Pattern [GS98a, Lit93, KY86].
Pattern-Mixture [Lit93]. patterned [BK84, HN87]. Patterns
[Bac90, BB90, CS91, DLB91, KO96, YK96, YP92]. Payment [PH90b]. PCP
CB87, Die82, Fab91, Fin93, GC82, HPE81, JW88, Sam85b, Tam88b, TJW88.

Problems  [BH93, BJB95, Buo90, CM91a, CC96a, CS92a, DH91, EL97, GJ99, GSTM92, GK93, JMV94, KM91b, KLV94, Lav91b, LA93, LTM96, PY99, SCW96, SCW97, WPD98, Zha99, CCE85, CMT53, HN87, Tuk54].

Procedure  [AK91a, DTH92, HSQ94b, LW90, MBR98, PY99, Sit92, CS86, Cre88, EH87, HPE81, RC74, ST60]. Procedures  [BW92, BW94, BD92, GS97, HS93, HH94, HH91, MH94a, MH99, SG96b, Sobl91, Sob93, WH90, WC91, CS85, Fin93, GR93, HM88b, HM89, Hog74, IHC84, Isa74, MS85b, Ole85, Ruk84, Tam85, Wat87]. Process  [AP96, CZ77, Coo91, CHF96, ESc94, GB98, Haa95, HOLDG98, Luc93b, MLMT94, MG97b, RC94, The93, Bha81, BHS81, Hol87, KK84b, Krä86, Law87]. Processes  [AF97, Ber91a, Bir54, BR98c, CS95, DR98, DG92, Hof92, KR93, KY96, LRM96, Liu95, NC99, SK93b, Tél67, Krå87, Mac86, Mac87, Sto88, Tsa89]. Processing  [CGGM98a, CGGM98b, Joh98a, MT98, SHL98].


Quadratic  [CV92, GK93, JS94, Lie94, Rol94, Shl94, KR86, Ste87]. Qualitative  [Lam82, MT95a]. Quality  [Ano90, BF92, FIB90, GJ94].
SS97, Sch94a, Sch94b, Sch95a, Sev96, She93, She97, SAK90, SRC92, Sit97, SH90, SC80, SK97, SL98a, Spu99, SC92b, SS91b, SL98b, SB95, SCW96, SCW97, Str92, Str93, SGF98, Tab90, Tho90a, Tsa84, Ve198, VY80, WS94, WR95, WWZ1997, WJ92, WLV99, WT90a, WCR94, Wie98, WK98, Yan92, Yan97, Yan99, YP99, YL97, YJW95, YJ98, ZB86, Zha99, dHY93, Ahr88, AP87, Bie83, Bin82, BF83, BF85, BP86, CD89, CGG85, Cas85b, Cha84, Cla87a

regression [Cla87b, Cla89, CH93, DW87, Dyk83, Efr86a, Efr88, Eri81, Esc86, Eub86, FP84, Gil84, GL83, Gy93, Gut74, HB88, HM88, HS89a, HW86, HMP87, Hod88, Hub83, IF82, JSG88, Jen86a, Jen86b, JG83, JV85, Jun96, KK84a, Kan88, KW85, KC93, KSY85, Kraš86, KSD87, KW82, KSC89, LQ85, Lea81, Li91, LZ89, LT88, MB88a, Miiš87, Nai83, Nai87a, Nai87b, OYR86, Oma81, PH74, PC84, Rou84, RC81, Rup85, Sam85a, Sam93a, Sch87b, Shi84, Sii84, SS86, SS87b, Spo82, Sta89a, Sti85, SC85, Stu82, Swe84, TT86, TZ91, TJW88, TV85, Uus83, WA83, WM80, Whi81a, WM81, Whi81b, Whi81c, WK88, Wol87, Yak85, YZ88, dJdWW88]. regression-simple [Esc86].


Reinterview [BF92, SG96b]. Rejection [LCW98, KP81b, KP82, SS80]. Rejoinder [AIR96, BR98a, CGG97b, CG98b, Coo98b, Efr96, Fay96b, GKL95, HT97b, LKCH99b, MW98b, Mer94b, MS91c, RGZ95b, Rao96, RV90a, RV90b, Uber96, SM83b, SBD97b, SW89c, TW98b, BSS7, Bue82, CS87, Daw82, Efr87, Efr94, Fler91, Goo91, HW94, Las94, LFW2, Li91, PT82, SCM91, WMR91]. Related [Ber91a, Fer98, FMSP90, Fot92, LCG91, MO98, OK96, Sam93b, BD88, Bha85, Gla80, JV85, TV85]. relation [HS98c].

Relations [KSJ94, CKC83]. Relationship [DMLC97, HH94, KW95, SS90a, TDW95, Kun80, Thu85]. Relationships [GMP97, GR96b, HH91, PSS93]. Relative [GC95, Joe89, KCHH93, Wei90b, BR83, CD89, Cha88b, GG87, KDC87, Ros84a, ST60]. Relatives [BGH97]. released [Hwa86]. relevance [Tei65, Tuk79b]. Relevant [HA94, HA95].

Replicates [MNS99]. Replication [SCC98]. reply
[BH88, Bor87, BF85, DG93, DH83, Efr96, Gew82, God82b, HHM88, HL81, Hol86, Kit87, LL87, LV88, MM88a, RHS93, Sha82, Sim87a, TW87]. Report
[Ano99c, CCG90, LHA96, LCK97, LWG93, LHA94, LHAL95, Wan70, CMT53, CMT55]. Reported [GJDT98]. Reporting
[CSC86, DXP92, Har90b, Wan92, BD89]. Reports [RBD93].
Representation [MF84]. Representations [BM92]. Reproductive
[SGC95]. Reprojecting [GT98]. Resampling [DC94, RW88, Sitt92, Tro95].
Rescue [SM80]. Residential [CG92]. Residual
[CDC98, LR92, SG97, Chi74, Jen86b]. Residuals
[BAP95, CH92, KS96, Kul95, MSH93, PS86, Ran84]. Resistant
[Bra90, GR92b, Jac93, GH87a, HIT86, JVS85, Sim87a, TV85]. Resolution
[BR94a]. Respect [GS94, Hsu82]. Response
[Agr97, AC93, BD97, CO90, CM97a, Coo96, Fyg97, GV96, GP96, HY97, Hi92, HB99, KPR91, KC96, Lan96, Lee96, LG91, Lju93, PS92, SG97, CC83, Man88, O’H87, Poo74, RRS98, Sen74, Tam81, Whi91c].
Response-Dependent [GV96]. Responses
[AHB97, BZ99, FLZ96, HZ98, LA94, RSV95, Zha98a, Hab82]. responsibility
[Tuk79b]. Restoration [AGP91, O’S90]. Restricted [CD95, Kar87, KT95, MT95b, NS97, PF97, Zuc98, ACK87, Car82, Dyk83, GH88, HP88, WR84].
restriction [Lee97]. Restrictions [GLG92, KT95, RH96, Shi91, HHO89].
Results [Ada93, CV95, LB94b, NM98, Whi89, BHS81, CHL82, DH83, Fab94, FP84, Lea84, Pri74, Tam88a, Tar87, TV85, Whi92]. retransformation
[Dua83]. Retrospective [GV96, IT94]. Retrospectively [Wan92]. Returns
[FP95]. Reverse [GS95]. Review [Ano98d, BF93b, CC96b, Dia78, Gei48, Gol63, Gro92, Hio73, KS96, LKM98, Lit92, Met50, TW46b, Tuk47b, Tuk47c, Tuk47a, Tuk49a, Tuk49b, Tuk52, TW52, Hog74]. Reviews
[Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano97b, Ano97d, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano99a, Ano99b]. Revising [YP92]. Revisions [Mar96].
Revisited [Coo98a, Coo98b, Li98b, BD81a, BC82a]. revival [Rom88].
Reweighted [DS91]. Reweighting [CN94]. Rheumatology [RS97]. rho
[GR81]. Rhythm [PF97]. Richardson [BY88]. Richness [HAS97]. Ridge
[SC80, Cas85, Eri81, Law81, Law82, Lea81, Oma81]. Right
[GL96, Gür96, LWT94, Qui98a, Qui88, Pad86]. Right-Censored
[GL96, LWT94, Qui88, Pad86]. Right-Truncated [Gür96]. Rigid
[PC96, Riv89]. Ring [DH91, Vac91]. Risk
[BRR92, BSB98, BF90, FG99, HM91, HTP95, BR83, GG87]. Risks
[FW96, HW95b, Mei94, Pep91, GA82]. Robert [DH83]. robin
[Won82a, Won84]. Robinson [Kot89]. Robust
[Akr91b, Amm93, Atk94, BY86, CDW93, FKY99, GL87, HR94, Hoa73, LR95a, LLT89, Law91a, Lin96, LM93, MH90, MSH93, Mor86, Rin83b, RS94b, RBF97, Rot83, RB90, Sil92, SRS94, Tam95, TR95, Vel95, VY80, VFR97, WS94, WG88, WM90, WZ97b, Wle98, WK98, WR94, Cha86, Gas85, Hog74, LW89, MY95, MZ89, PMF88, Roy86, Stu82, Tam88a]. robust-type [Stu82].
Robustification [EMM95]. Robustness [BHS81, FOS97, HSP90, KC93, MS85b, Tsu84, Ber82, God82b, Lam82, Ols74, Pie87, Tsu86]. Rodent [HZS+90]. Rogers [Hoa73]. Robust [LRM96]. Roles [SB97]. Ronald [HL81]. Root [CJ96, Dwy45, MBL98, NP95, SL93a, TR97, jW97, Dav82].

Robustification [EMM95]. Robustness [BHS81, FOS97, HSP90, KC93, MS85b, Tsu84, Ber82, God82b, Lam82, Ols74, Pie87, Tsu86]. Rodent [HZS+90]. Rogers [Hoa73]. Robust [LRM96]. Roles [SB97]. Ronald [HL81]. Root [CJ96, Dwy45, MBL98, NP95, SL93a, TR97, jW97, Dav82].

Roots [GHL96, YR95, DFH84]. Rotation [CLY92, Cha88b]. Roughness [Hua97]. roulette [Eth82]. Round [Won82a, Won84]. Rounded [MYZ67].

S [Bow87, STM+65]. Saddlepoint [BS98, GR96a, GJ99, Lie94, WBB93, ER86]. safe [Cre82]. Salamander [Shu97]. Sales [CG92]. Sample [AK92, Amr95, BW92, BPS95, CL92b, Chr91, CM91a, Cla96, DKR95, EL90, HMO97a, HMO97b, Jol96b, Kau94, KM91a, KSW92, Kot94, LRR91, LT99, LWT94, MSL93, Noe87, PR90a, PWM92, RS96, RN97, Riz92, RK90, SW95, SG96a, SG95b, Sob91, SN90, SC96, SC97, TF90, WH90, Whi81b, Whi81c, Yan84, Zie90, AA87, APS81, BE85, BC82b, CT98, CHL82, CS86, CC83, DD88, Die82, FM83, GR81, GC82, GHP87, Gui83, HN87, Lin74, Lit82, MW81, MW82, MT81, MT82, ON84, OW82, Rea84, Sch86b, SS87a, SG95a, SHS86, SW82, Ste81, SS88, TR87, TT84, VJ88, WL84, WM80, WM81, Zac86].

Sample-Admissible [Sob91]. sample-size [GC82]. Sampled [LW91]. Sampler [Ch93, KT94b, Li94, RT92, ZM95, KT94c]. Samplers [MTY95].

Samples [AK92, BBH96, BW92, BW94, BR98a, BR98b, CH95b, CRS+91, CS96b, FZ98, Fel74, GK95, Hau92, Kne98, KS93, KS94, LT97, Lan98, LTP94, Owe94, RS98, RSY93, Ros95a, Tel67, WW98, VS93, BK86, CM84a, Fay85, GL87, LaR96, LS87, MB82, RV85, RS86, SM84a, ST82, ST60, Tam85, Wei81].

Sampling [BBC98, Buc90, BS98, CL92, DS92, DD90, Dor94, FMR62, Fis79, Gag43, Gov78, GHRPS90, GS90a, GMT92, GS99, GR96b, GV96, Hei95, HC96, KM91a, Kie78, LKM98, LS91b, LNL95, LC98, Mal78, MV91, MS96, OB93, Per97, RS96, Ros93b, Sär96, SM78a, SM78b, SS99, Sim84, Sit97, SO94, Tam95, Th99, Th90b, TS96, Tuk50a, Ver93, ZT97, Zha96, AK86, Bet89, Bow87, BS86b, Chr87, CMT54, CSC86, DDD81, DD82, GM86a, God82b, Kin85, Kot85, Kre86, MS85a, MPS88, Rob87, Roy86, SA86, Tad89, Tam88a, Tar86, Tei65, TR87, Tuk50b, Val87a, Val87b, Woi84, Wri83, WH88, ZZK91].

Sampling-Based [GS90a]. Samuel [STM+65]. Satellite [BR92, FS94, NT95]. Satisfaction [BZ99]. Saturated [BO95]. Savage [VW95]. Savage-Dickey [VW95]. Scalar [Ahn97]. Scale [AL95, CF95, Gle93, Har92, MY91, WM90, CC83, Ese86, MZ89, Sve84, WG83, YZ88, Zac86]. scale-change [WG83]. Scaled [CW94a]. scales [KR82]. Scan [HL97, NW97, P697, BE85, GW84, Gla98, Nau82].

Scatterplot [CLNL87, CM84b]. Scheduling [LZ98]. Scheffé [Nai83].
Scheffé-type [Nai83], Scheme [DC94, Joh98b], Schemes
[APR92, Chi74, Sha85], Schervish [Oak85], School [AK92, MSMP92], Schwarz [KW95], Science [Zel92, Jay79], Scientific [Hur85a], Score
[NC99, SS95a, ACPK9, HC84, MH82, RSk84b], Scores
[BH96, GS98b, Ste94, Tab00], Scoring [HTB94], Scorings [KSW92]. Scott
[HHM88], Screening [BC90, Bak98, GJ94, HTP95, LTP94, Par93b], Sea
[LR97b, PM97], Search
[CGM98a, CGM98b, DSM98, KKT98, MBL98, Zha98b], Searching [GK95], Seasonal
[FMS90, GHL96, PH90a, TR97, BPN98, DHF84, HT82, O’G82, Sch91, Sch92, Wat87], Second [GT91, Tuk47c, RW85], Second-Order
[GT91, RW85]. Secondary [BHB96, WSJ92], section [GA82, Sto82], Sectional
[WS01]. sections [NWGP84], Secular [HL94], Seemingly
[BG91b, Bin92], Segmentation [BO97, Joh94], Seismic [PB92], Select
[CB94, WK94], Selecting [GS94, Wil84, Tan95, TA94b], Selection
[BP96, BZ92, Bre92, CKL92, EL97, FM92, GLB98, GMC96, HZ90, JMS96, KW96a, KW97, LRM96, LA93, MR94, MBR98, NP95, OR98, Riz92, RFB97, SH92, Sha93, Sha96, Shi97, Sobi91, Wan95, Wei95, Ye98a, YD84, Zha92, ZL95, BD88, CS87, DD81, DD82, DH86, EH87, FM83, FH86, FE88, GC82, HG81, Kim86, MB88a, RO94, Sta89b], selectivity [Mil92], Selector [RSW95], Selectors [PM90, JW97, DM88c].
Self [BHB96, GJDT98, Kit98, Oak85, Tar99, WK94], Self- [BHB96], Self-calibrating
[Oak85], Self-Consistency [Tar99], Self-Organizing
[Kit98], Self-Reported [GJDT98], Self-Validating [WK94], Sellke
[Bor87, Bor87], SEM [XLR91], Semiconductor [HOLDG98], Semilinear
[ES97], Semiparametric [CXY97, For94, GMP97, HMM98, HH96, Hun94a, JTC99, KS97, LC95a, LQT97, LCG91, NCC96, NCDF96, PS94a, RRZ95, RR95, RCL96, RT96b, RSS98, STR97, SKC94, SS94, SD97, WWZ97, YP99, Ze93, ZLR98, Hec88, OS87, Sta94, Wan89], Sen [AML95]. sensitive
[Tam81], Sensitivity
[BPS96, CH91, Gus96, Lav91c, QH98, RK90, Sev96, Wor74, Lea84], Separate
[BHB96, Ruk93, Loh85], Separating [GS97, KW88], Sequence
[KM91b, LNL95, LNL99, YK96, DD81, DD82], Sequences
[CLW95, Sch83b, Yak85], Sequential
[EGMP93, GY93, HG81, HE83, HTP95, JD91, JT97, KLW94, LD91, LD92, LB94a, LC95b, LCW98, LC98a, LCS98, STR97, SMD93, Sha83, S96, Xio95, FE88, FIn83, KPS8, MS85a, ROS84a, SW80, Tak81, Tan95, Wu85], Sequentially
[FR90, HPS98]. Sera [LTP94], Serial
[AP96, Ber91a, Hei91, ZDL96, HMM8a, PH74], Series
[Ada98, CMW97, Cha90, CL95, CW91, CLM93, CB90, DR96, EH91, GKN96, GM94, GS90a, KST98, KL90, Koo97, LK91, LMR96, LS91a, L96, LT98, LL97b, Lu93b, MFS84, MP96, MLS93, Nu96, SAK90, SK91, The93, TA94a, Tuk52, VHE91, WPK99, dP98, Ali89, BPN98, Cha88a, Cre88, DHF84, DH86, FH81a, FH81b, Gew82, Gew84, GA82, HT87, H087, IS87, Kee82, Kit87, KY86, KY85, LZ89, Nef82, NP83, Nyb86, PB87, SU74, TB81, TA94b, T8a84,
Tsa87, Wor34, ZH87. Service [GWW98]. Set [BB94, BW92, BW94, Daw95, FHTW97, Haw93, Jac93, KS94, Car82, CG84, GL83, MV85, SS88]. Sets [Ber90b, DD90, HH94, Hol99, Roe90, RB90, Ber88a, BCH95, CH83, Kob86, MSW+83]. Several [Akr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Sets [Ber90b, DD90, HH94, Hol99, Roe90, RB90, Ber88a, BCH95, CH83, Kob86, MSW+83]. Several [Akr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].

Several [Agr98, BB98, CV95, MPS98, MH99, SW98b, SW98c, TL97, Wan96, Kob85, Lin74, MPG85, MPG86, MRW87]. Severini [Sta94]. Severity [Wei92, YKB97]. Seymour [BH88]. Shape [WR94, SS85].
Small-Area [HH91, PR90b].
Small-Sample [CH91, SCW96, SCW97, TF90, CHL82, CC83, Rea84, TR87, FM83].
Smaller [Fel74].
Smearing [Dua83].
Small-Smoothing [Mas51].
Small-Smoothers [CGGM98a, CGGM98b, Joh98a, SHL98].
Small-Smoothing [Alt90, AM92, BF93a, BR98a, BR98b, Cho93, DJ98, EL97, FW96, FHMP96, FZ98, GKK91, GCMC96, Gu90, HHM92, HS98c, Kne98, KAT91, Koo97, KW97, Lan98, MT95a, MST97, NNR95, Nyc91, O’S90, O’S91, RS98, Ter90, Tho91a, Tuk52, WJ93, WW98, Wan98b, WCH98, DJ89, DM88c, HB88, HHH88, Nyc88, OYR86, Par93a, Si84, VW87, WA83].
Smoothing [DLW95, GF96b, KL97, LaR91, Led94, MZ96, Pei98, Raz90, Ter94, HS89a, PS82, Yan85].
Smoothed [EL97, Llo98, MBR91].
Smoothness [DJ95, Sh84, Eub89].
Sobel [FM83].
Soccer [RCH94].
Social [Ano91, GMWZ99, Pea91, SI90, Yam90, Fur46, Gei48].
Society [Wal93].
Socioeconomic [GBN96].
Software [AMCS98, KY96, DM88a].
Soldering [MLMT94].
Solution [JW88].
Solutions [BRB76, Bjö78, SG96a].
Some [Ada93, Akr90, AKM94, Bau92, Bu90, Clo82, CS92b, DG95, DR96, Dwy67, Fab94, Fin90, Gal94, Gei92, Goo96, Hou95, HH91, KMK91b, L91, MS98b, Pot87, Pri74, Riv98, RRZ94, SC80, SK90, Stu82, Tam88a, Tam85, TC72, Tin65, Tuk50b, WM80, WM81, Whi89, Whi92, W86, WBB93, FM81, FP84, GKR88, HIT86, Hog74, Nas94, MS98a, Nai84, Noe87, Rog88, Rom88, Sen86, Sim87a, Val87a, Wam70, W84].
Sort [Ver93].
Sounds [BSPK98].
Source [BR94a, GMWZ99, Var96].
Source-Destination [Var96].
Sources [CM86].
Southern [RC94].
Space [ASL91, CPS92, Erk94, GL92, GS98b, Kit98, RC94, SW91a, Kit87, SS87b, Sto86, j89, DH91, Lav91a].
space-efficient [SS87b].
Space-Time [RC94, Sto86].
Spaces [CD95, Lav91a, Mool81].
Spanning [Kai94].
Spans [FMS90].
Sparse [HT97a, HT97b, Port97, Koe86, Sim86, Zell87].
Spatial [AF97, BK99, BR98c, Ch99, CH92, DR98, DLB91, Gel94, Han99, HL98, HAS97, HOS95, HOLDC98, KP92, KO96, K87, LKCH99a, LKCH99b, Mer94a, Mer94b, MSTD97, P097, SG92, SC94, SC99, Ste95, Ste99, WEST91, YL97, HW94, Ste87].
Spatial-Temporal [KO96, HW94].
Spatially [BR94b].
Statio [Haa95, WCC097].
Spatio-Temporal [Haa95, WCC097].
Spearman [GR81].
Special [Goo94, CGG85, Lee88].
Species [BBC98, BF93b, HAS97, CF87, DH83].
Specific [AKM94, BR992, GFT’93, PH90b, Sch91b, WM91].
Specification [DM90, GMD95, HN92, Nef82, Ryu94, Ter94, Pud82, Th98].
Specificity [QH98].
Specified [Cha91, LWW91, RS90, Wie98, OB88].
Specimens [Hei95].
Spectra [SRSD94].
Spectral [Ada98, Ef98, PO94, SS90b, GW86, MG84].
spectrum [Hur85b].
Speech [PJ96, SB90].
Spherical [MG97a, FOS95].
Spherical-Radial [MG97a].
Spike [Bri92].
Spline [ASL96, BR98a, BR98b, Cho93, FZ98, Gu90, HS89c, HK92, Kne98, KAT91,
Lan98, RS98, Tho91a, WW98, Wan98b, NWGP84, Sil84, WA83. Splines [DS97b, Gra92, HK93, LS91a, LW97, SH90, WW83, Las94, Nyc88, VW87]. Split [LC93, MS92, RG95, MB88b]. Split-Plot [MS92, MB88b]. Sports [Ste94]. spread [ST60]. SPRT [Mar81]. Square [Dwy45, Ame74, Wil50]. Squared [EL90, HJ92, HP92, LR95a, PR90b, Bha81, ELR85, Fay85, Hab88, HV86, KOS85, La88a, Law81, Law82, Lee87, Nai87c, Oie85, Ryu94, Sam85a, Tar86]. Squares [AI95, Bj078, CD91, CW94a, CHW92, DS91, DS97b, ES90a, Gar94, GF96b, Hoo93, HM91, IT94, Lon67, RSY93, RSW95, Wan70, CR82, CGG85, CWR88, Chr87, DWL87, DP89, Dyk83, Krå68, Lea84, PP88, Rou84, RC80, RC82, SS86, SS87b]. Squeeze [SL80]. Stability [SRC92]. Stable [Buc95b, GLT79, CMS76, CMS87]. Stage [AI95, HOS94b, RSY93, Chr87, Roy86, SA86, Val87b, WHH88]. Stagewise [Hol99]. Stahel [MY95]. Stahel-Donoho [MY95]. Stamp [BD97, PH90b]. Standard [BH98, KH84, Wil84]. Standardized [LKC97]. Standards [PH90b, SCCF93]. Staniswalis [Sta94]. Stanley [HL81]. State [ASL91, CPS92, GL92, GS98b, Kit97, PH90b, SSK90, SW91a, Kit87, Zeh88, dJ89]. State-Dependent [SSK90, Zeh88]. State-Space [ASL91, CPS92, GL92, GS98b, SW91a, Kit87, dJ89]. State-Specific [PH90b]. States [LT94b, Ada93]. Stationarity [MS98b, MS98a]. Stationary [BM95, Man95, PR94, Tel67, Tuk52, Mac86, Mac87, SU74, TT84]. Statistics [CM91a]. Statist [BK86, Bor87, BC82a, CMS87, Cla89, DDS82, Fab94, FH81a, FH81c, HG83, JTB81, Kot89, KP82, Krz81, Law82, LB94c, MW82, Mac87, MS89a, MPG86, MT82, MS95, NS86, Pra82, Rin85, RC82, Sch82, Sim87a, SG95a, Sta94, Wee94, Wes98, WM81, Whi92, YM86, de 83a]. Statistical [AP99, BW94, Ede90, HL97, McW90, Me90, NW97, PH97, SC94, BE85, Cro74, Gla89, HCS84, Ral87, SW82, WHH88]. Statistical [AASM93, Bir54, CMT53, CH92, DDD94, EFS92, FM82, Fra91, Gei92, GR93, GHMW94, Haut92, Kad90, KSJ94, KBB93, KM91b, NG97, OSK97, RV90c, SJ92, Sto91, Tuk49a, Ueb93, Var88, Wal93, WSLP90, BJM81, CCE85, Doc83, DH83, Feh72, God82a, HW94, LLF89, Tuk79a, VSK85]. Statistically [Gav78, Kie78, Mal78, SM78a, SM78b, Sim78]. statistician [Tuk79b]. Statistics [Ada93, AAB97, Al94, Ana91, Bre96, Gai96, GK93, Hol86, Hum94b, Ima95, Ket97, KY99, Kra90, Lan96, Lav91c, LRR91, Moe98, Nor90, Par96, Pea91, Pol91, Ruk93, RV98, SC97a, SC97b, SAK90, SK90, TA90, Wan95, We99b, WBB93, Zel92, Zel93, Ber88b, Boo86, Bue98, ER86, ELR87, FHO87, Fur46, GW84, Gei48, Hab88, HG82, HG83, Kru88, LL81, MH82, NS83, NS86, Nau82, PS82, RW85, Rea84, Sim86, Ste81, TR87, TA89, Ts82, TW46a, Tuk54, VJ88, WW83, Wit88, Zac86, de 81, de 83a]. Statistik [Fur46, Gei48]. Statistische [TW52]. Status [RT96b, SK93b, vR98]. stayer [Fry84]. Steel [Spu88]. Stein [Ber82, GS91b, Gni82, Li92, LW90]. Step [DT92, HDG97, SRC92, Tab90, CMST88, Fin93, MH82], step-down [Fin93]. step-type [CMST88]. Step-Up [DT92]. Stephen [HL81]. Stepwise [HH94, HB99, Tro95, CS85]. Stochastic
[ALM97, BP94b, Bin98, Bre98, CLY92, CM91b, GKL98a, GKL98b, GJDT98, Jud98, Kad98, Kin85, Kot94, PMW93, RN97, Riz92, San98, Ski91, SR96, BS85, CS86, Lit82]. Survival
[ALHH92, AL95, AG96, BRR92, Bak98, BD93, BH97, Cha91, CWY97, DG92, EP94, FSE98, GW90, Gra92, Gra95, GR92a, HMY97, HMC+93, HW95b, L98a, LC93, LYY99, LGWC93, MZ94, MS96, Muk96, Mur95, Pru93, RC94, RS90, RS93, Sas97, SD97, TDW95, WH90, Wan91, WC99, XFP93, Yan99, YJW95, Zuc98, dCP99b, BH88, Dyk82, Efr88, FD85, Gas85, Oak89, Tsi82]. Surviving
[Yam92]. Survivor
[PSVS92, SW97]. Surviving
[Yam92]. Survivor
[PSVS92, SW97]. Suspects
[BGH97]. Sweep
[ES90a]. Switching
[SS91a]. Symmetric
[McC82]. Symmetry
[CNS90, Ede90, FG95, McW90, AKZ82, RA89]. symposium
[CMT55, Tuk50a]. Synthesis
[Goo96, KO96]. Syringe
[NGH+95]. System
[MEGN92, RV90c, CT98, DL74, JR85]. Systematic
[SO94, Wol84]. Systems
[Ber91b, BD91b, FT94, GT98, Gri90, Le94, LC98a, Llo98, LC98b, Mei94, Bro81, Ger82, Pud82, WS89].

T [Bor87, Sta94, ME96, Ede90, LCG+92, Ver93]. T-Cell
[LCG+92]. Table
[Alb97, CGM83, GSS99, KT88, O'N84, Sim74]. Tables
[AMP90, Agr98, BS97a, BS97c, BB98, CS92b, DD90, DDD94, Fri94, Goo94, KP97, KA95, LW91, MPS98, Qui98a, RG93, SW98b, SW98c, VB97, VJ88, VHE91, Y90, ACK87, AG83, BOP88, CG84, Coh81, CG82, Dail2, GR81, Gas85, Gil86, GH88, GKR88, Gro81, Hab88, Koe86, MP83, MPG85, MPG86, Nai87c, PH81, Sar89, YF95]. Tactical
[Hod94]. Tail
[BVT96, Ede90, GR90a, GW91, R96, BE85, Sch84b]. tailed
[Ben83, Riv86]. tails
[FS98b]. Tanzania
[AGM98]. Target
[LW91]. tau
[LQ85]. Tax
[DN98]. Team
[CH94]. Technique
[Bri92, Joh92, Roe94, Zel93, Pot87]. Techniques
[ES90b, FMR62, Jay96, KW96b, CLN87, O'G82, Tam81]. Technological
[KL90]. tectonic
[Cha88b]. Telegraphic
[Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c]. Telemetry
[ASL91]. Temperatures
[LR97b]. Template
[PS94b]. Templates
[AGP91]. Temporal
[Haa95, KO96, WC97, HW94]. Temporally
[DL95]. Ten
[RCH94]. tendencies
[DR83]. Tensor
[Tak83]. Teoria
[Tuk47a]. Teratogenesis
[LR97a]. Terms
[Cho92, DH86]. Tessellation
[AF97]. Test
[Bar82, BPL97, DT92, ELR87, FG95, Fan96, FL98, Fol96, GR97a, GM94, GR97b, GLG92, GK93, HH90, HW92b, Hay90, HP92, H92, Jac93, JSK98, KW95, Led94, LH91, McW90, MH99, PR90a, PB92, PF97, QH90, RSY93, Ruk93, SC97a, SC97b, Sch91b, Shi91, SAK90, S95a, Shi96, SK90, SW91b, TL97, VM96, Wan96, WM98, Wil50, YF90, dCP99a, Ben83, Ber88b, Boo82, BC82b, CMST98, Dav82, FMD92, Fay85, Fin93, Fra84, Hay86, H98, HW88, Jac89, J92, KR84, KC93, Kob86, LQ85, SSL1, MJ82, MH90, MP83, O'N84, PH74, Ran89, Sin86, Spu88, Ste81, SM81, WR84, Wei81, WW87b, Wol87]. tested
[dAJ86]. Testing
[AME96, AP99, Alb97, AC95b, AP96, AKZ82, BG91a, BS84a, BS87, BM99, BPR95, Boi86, Bor87, BDR92, BS98, Che95, CG97, CW94b, CB97, CF95,
HDG97, Hin71, HOS94b, JMV94, Kai94, KSW92, Leh93, LTW96, Llo90, LW74, MH99, NW97, O’S90, PB98, Pen97, Pes93, RSY93, RN97, RK90, Sit97, SW82, SK90, Tom94, TS96, WH90, WL84, AA87, BM81, Bin82, Cha88b, CJ88, Chr87, DDS8, Dal82, Fli84, Fox74, FB83, Har87, HG81, HC84, Isa74, Kob86, KY86, MV88, MB82, NWGP84, OW82, Rin83a, Rin85, Roy86, SA86, SM83, Sch86b, TC72, TA89, Val87b, WR84, WHH88, dAJ86, vd87, NM98, Rig97. Two- [CF95, Tom94]. Two-arm [Fox74]. Two-Dimensional [DDD94, O’S90, Dal82, NWGP84]. Two-equation [Bin82]. Two-Factor [Akr90, BD92, DL92, FB83]. Two-level [CJ88]. Two-parameter [SM83]. Two-Phase [Hin71, Sit97, TS96]. Two-Sample [Akr91b, BW92, BPS95, CM91a, DCR95, Kai94, KSW92, LTW96, LWT94, RK90, WH90, SW82, WL84, AA87, DD88, OW82, Sch86b]. Two-Sided [MH99, Fli84]. Two-Stage [AI95, HOS94b, RSY93, Chr87, Roy86, SA86, Val87b, WHH88]. Two-Step [HDG97]. Two-Way [Alb97, GH90, PB98, Pen97, HC84, Rin83a, Rin85, TA89]. Type [BDM97, GS91a, HW91, Jen91, JDP94, Sil92, Akr88, APS81, BM81, BM83, Bha85, Bof85, CMST88, Esc86, Gle85, LaR86, MB82, Nai87c, Pad86, Poo74, SY84, Stu82, Wit88, dJWW88, BM92, Gui88, Nai83, Tsu84, Tsu86, Wes87b]. type- [MB82]. Types [NW97].

[Suz85]. **Uptake** [MN93]. **Urban** [Pea91]. **Use**
[BP94b, CM91a, Dwy45, GFT+93, GK93, Hod94, IT94, LW90, Man90, Mar92, MZH93, NHL92, OMF+93, Wei92, YK96, CRS+91, Cro74, Efr86a, Gas85, Geb71, Hab88, Ros42, Sto82, Wor34]. **Used**
[Cha91, RS90, Wan70, Tsi82]. **Useful** [Zuc98, BE85, NS83, NS86, Wij85].

**usefulness** [Chl87b, Clsl9, MT49]. **User** [Lon67, Sch83a]. **User-oriented**
[Sch83a]. **uses** [Dic83, MT49]. **Using** [Af97, ASL96, AL95, AIR96, BC90, Bal95, BR92, BBH96, BK99, CDW93, CLY92, Chr99, CRS+91, CB90, CS96b, Coo91, CHW92, DM97, Eri81, EW95, FG91, For94, GHRPS90, STM92, GB96, GBN96, GB98, Gra92, GA82, GR92a, Han99, HK93, Hec96, HMC+93, HL97, HOLDG98, IRC98, Jay96, Joh92, Joh96b, KO95, KuI95, KS93, LKCH99a, LKCH99b, LCG+92, LK91, LMR96, LS95, LS91a, LR97b, LRR91, Llo98, MR94, MZ96, MKSB90, MC98, MoI96, ML94, MPCM95, PO94, PM97, Pet92, PWM92, Pri96, Riz92, RG96, RW97, Ros96, SK93a, SC99, Ste99, TW93a, TW93b, Var98, VW95, WPD98, Weg90, Wes97b, WKL95, WR94, XLR91, Yan99, AG83, Al88b, BPS98, BK98, BK99, CSG86, FS98a, FHS2, GN82, GM86b, HW86, HW88, IL93, Isa83]. **using**
[LLT89, LR97a, LS86, Lou84, MRW87, Nai97b, Ne82, O'G82, Sam93a, SM83, Sm92, Tam85, Wes98, Zel86, de81, de83a]. **Usual** [NCDF96]. **Utilitarian**
[Lju93]. **Utilities** [SSK90, KW88]. **Utility** [CP91]. **Utilization**
[DG99, GW98].

**V** [Daw82, GeI48]. **Validated** [Tho91a, NWGP84]. **Validating**
[WK94, WC92]. **Validation** [ET97, HY98, KAT91, LS95, RFB97, SBS94, Sha93, Efr83, Hur85b, PC84, ST87, Sl84]. **validatory** [Par93a]. **Validity**
[GBN96, Har90a, SMD93, Hoo89]. **Valuation** [CH91]. **Value**
[Amn93, BF90, CG92, HW92b, Sch87a]. **Values** [BB94, Bu090, CH91, GC95, JB92, LS97, SMP95, Wee91, BS87, Bor87, CS86, Lou84, SO93, TW98, Uus85]. **Variability**
[M098, Per97, Wan97, Gui93]. **Variable**
[AI95, BRMZ97, BZ92, BJ95, BZ99, BS96c, CR92, EF91, FH86, Hig98, LA93, LR97a, SB95, SO94, Wei95, ZL95, Bin82, But84, DM88b, Kr86, MB88a, Nai87b, Poo74, Pud82]. **Variables** [AK92, AIR96, BJ95, CH97b, EGS97, Fle74, GH95, Hec96, Hou94, Jon96, LS95, Lie94, Mad59, MSM97, MW98a, MW98b, Mo96, Nw92, PSVS92, RN97, RG96, RW98, Ros96, St93, WPD98, ATr83, BFB93, BKB95, CMS85, CMS87, DHI93, DL74, Dyk82, FD85, Hoe83, Hwa86, KR76, KP81b, KP82, Mar64, Mar65, Mar84, MZ89, Rel72, Sch86a, Spi83, TH82, da86]. **Variance**
[Bin96, CD91, Cha90, CG97, CM98, CM97b, CM91a, CV92, DC87, DLB91, DRR+94, Dor94, Elt96, Fay96b, GN82, GH90, GP92, HS94, IT94, Isa83, Jud96, KPR91, MM95, MC94, MP96, RS96, Rao96, Rub96b, Sdr96, SG96a, SS99, Sit97, Sla94, Srl72, SO94, SW98a, SHGL96, Val93, Wee91, XLR91, BD88, Bet89, BS95, Bro83, DW87, Fab91, Flu85, Gol83a, HRR81, HV86, HS89c, IS83, JK98, Klu81, KR86, Loh86, Mar81, MS88a, MT81, MT82, Ols74, Pri74, RC81, Roy86, Ruk87, Sha89a, SM84b, TV85, Val87b, Wes87b,
Wes87a, Wil84, Wol84, Won82a, Zeh88. Variance-Covariance [XLR91].
Variances [FNP95, Lau92, Kob86, Lin74, Riv86, TKK89]. variant [KP81b, KP82]. Variate [DJ98, SS80]. Variates [GF96a, SMP95, SL80].
Vector [Ahn97, Mau95, Qui98b, SG97, WM98, YR95, Spl83, Wor74]. Vectors [BDR92, GR97a, GR97b, SMF94]. Velleman [TV85].

W [HHM88, Hoa73, JV85, Sim87a, Tuk49b]. W. [God82b, Man94]. Wages [RBD93]. Waiting [HW90b]. Waksberg [Pot87]. Wald [LH91, Si92].
Wald-Type [Si92]. walk [NM83b]. Wallis [Wei81]. Walsh [Sto91]. Walsh-Fourier [Sto91]. Warning [APR92, Hab88]. Wasserman [HL81].
Water [KM96a]. Waters [KSJ94]. Watson [SAK90]. Wave [MLMT94].
Wave-Soldering [MLMT94]. Wavelet [AGM94, CKM97, D95, Efr99, Fan96, Kol96, Vid98]. Wavelets [BSPK98, PM97, Wan98a]. Way [Alb97, Fr94, GH90, KA95, PB98, Pen97, HCS4, PH86, Rin83a, Rin85, Sin86, TA89]. Weak [BJ95, Cha91, D92, RT96a]. Weibull [BS93, MSK96, SY84]. weighing [GM86b]. weight [PS82]. Weighted [Che94a, CC96a, Hoo93, HM91, KY99, MBL98, ML98, RV98, RP96, Sas93, WWZt997, Yan97, Yan99, CWR88, GL83, Mac86, Mac87, Tar87].
Weighting [PMW93, Zie90]. Weights [Bly93, Per97, PWM92, Wie98, CWR88]. Welch [Rot83]. Welfare [An90, FI90, HT90, Kra90]. well [Daw82]. well-calibrated [Daw82].
Winner [Est92]. Within [WJ92, Gui93]. within-subject [Gui93]. Without [BC90, EV92, Rom90, AK86, HB99]. word [Che71]. Worked [RBD93].
Workers [Sam90]. Working [CKLH92]. World [Nor90].

x [DD90, Bre92]. X-Fixed [Bre92]. X’s [Lit92].

year [Tuk85]. Years [Rub96a]. York [DXP92]. Yule [Goo96, KMT99].

Zellner [Kar81]. Zero [BS96a]. Zidek [Tsu84, Tsu86]. Zipf [Hil70, Hil74, HW75]. zonoid [KM96b].
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